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And every one who handles the subject of 
religious cel'emonial will do well to think 
beforehand what his own affinity of mind 
is, and to make allowance accol'dingly. It 
is only by :r;,ecollecting continually his own 
pe:r;,sonal bias that he will be able to be 
fair and considerate to others.1 

•· I• 
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PREFACE 

In order that there be understanding as to the direction of this 

paper, a few introductory remal'ks are necessary. One of the unfortunate 

things about this topic is the lack of Lutheran materials on ceremonial 

and the sacramentals. While much has been Wl'itten on the two or three 

saCl'aments of Lutheranism and Rome's other four as they occur as occasional 

seJ:'Vices for Lutherans, very little has been written about sacramentals and 

their ceremony. However, many of the ceremonial principles which apply to 

the Eucharist can also be applied to our topic. Because we shall be drawing 

heavily on the ceremonial for the sacraments, our definition of litlll'gy is 

important. We shall use Paul H. D. Lang's, which broadens the base of the 

term. "Liturgy is the worship of God by the universal church or by an 

individual Christian or a group of Christians as an expression of the 

church's official worship. 112 Or flll'ther: "By liturgy we mean the chU%'ch's 

worship as distinguished from private, personal, and gI'OUp devotions. 113 

Lit'lll'gy, then, is defined as a corporate activity of the church universal, 

a dimension beyond mere locality. With these definitions in mind, the 

reader will be able to read this work to the best advantage, ignoring the 

usual connotation of liturgy as applying only to the Eucharist. 

The direction of the ceremonial writings of Lutherans in this century 

has been based on its common catholic heritage with the See of Rome and with 

the See of Canterbury. These principles are still evident in the more 

recent literatUl'e. We shall direct OUZ' thinking in this work on ceremonial 

within the litlll'gical churches of the Western Rite. Thus we shall avoid 

speaking of Eastem ceremonial among the various Orthodox churches; and we 

shall avoid speaking of the ceremonial (or lack of it) among the Reformed 

or Protestant churches. 



It might help to sununarize the Roman Catholic point of view concern

ing sacramentals, to define what they are. The infomation presented is 

fl'om the New Catholic Encyclopedia (1967) and includes Vatican II's 

latest words on the subject. The cll'ticle begins by saying that sacramentals 

are "sacred signs instituted by the Ch'UZ'ch to prepare for and prolong the 

sanctifying effects of the Sacraments." That is a simple answeI' compared 

with the official definition of Vatican II: 

"These al'e sacred signs which bear a I'esemblance to the 
Sacraments : they signify effects, pa:rticularly of a spiri tua1 
kind, which are obtained through the ChllI'ch's inteI'cession. 
By them men are disposed to I'eceive the chief effect of the 
Sacraments, and various occasions in life aI'e I'ende?'ed holy." 

There is a diffeI'ence of opinion, however, whether the blessing itself OI' 

the object blessed is the sawamental. The authoI' of the cll'ticle seems to 

say the evidence points to the foI'llleI' point of view being pI'efewed. Even 

some of the ceI'emonies sUl'rounding the seven sac?'aments might be considered 

sacramentals (e.g. the blessing of sa1t at baptism), since they have not 

been instituted by Christ. Thus it can be said that "sacramentals could 

only have been instituted by the ChUI'Ch in se?'Vice of the Sac?'aments, of 

which they are imitations." They are connected with the sacI'aDlents, such 

as the blessing of ashes with Penance and the dedication of ch'UZ'ches with 

Holy Orders. 

The theology of the aI'tic.le is concise and stI'aight forward. It sta«:es 

that "all sacI'8Dlentals, as everything else in the Church, are related to 

the EuchaI'ist." On this basis, Vatican II declared that the faithful must 

be abl.e to paI'ticipate in the saCI'amentals, as it is to do also in the 

EuchaI'ist. From a Roman Catholic point of view, then, "sacramenta1s are 

an extension of the central work of the Ch'Ul'ch, her worship of God with 

heI' Head in His Sacrifice and otheI' saving actions." Of what use are 

sacramentals? The answer is stated clearly: 

V 



Their first function is to extend the sign language of the 
acts of Christ Himself and to prepare men for the most 
fruitful possible participation in these. Beyond this, 
they remind us that all life's activities have a Christian 
dimension and bless these.4 

Two other notes are in ordE!Z' at this stage. One is to give St. Thomas 
• 

Aquinas' classic view of the divisions of the sacramentals. 

Sacramentals may be divided, following St. Thomas Aquinas, 
into consecrations (benedictiones constitutivae, or con
secrationes),blessings (benedictiones invocativae), and 
exorcisms (exorcismi). The first stamp as sacred the persons 
or things in question; the second transmit God's special help 
and grace if used in a reverent and trusting manner; while 
the third are intended to repel or liberate from diabolic 
influences. In accordance with a litUI'gical principle, 
sacramentals often precede consecrations or sacraments ••• s 

Second, one Lutheran in a discussion of consecrations gives the following 

information: 

Du Fresne's Glossary gives the following definitions: 

A bishop dedicates a hall, temple, altar. That is he presents 
the place to God, blesses and sanctifies it. 

A bishop consecrates the vessels of the church, the chrism, 
oil, incense, etc. He consecrates those things which al'e thus 
separated from a common to a sacred use. 

When the grace of God is invoked on persons and on a religious 
use of things, the benediction is pronounced. It is performed 
with the sign of the cross, invocation of the Holy ·Ghost, imposi
tion of hands, ointment, holy water, incense, etc., with the 
use of the prescribed forms contained in the Benedictionals of 
the Roman ChUZ'ch. Some of the benedictions are pronounced by 
bishops only, others by any ordinary minister.6 

According to Roman catholic usage, there are blessings done by a priest, 

conseCZ'ations done by a bishop, and blessings done by a priest only with the 

peI'lllission of a bishop.7 In olll' discussion of sacramentals and our description 

of some, as laid out in the agenda used by the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, 

we shall not be so distinct. Rather, we shall view the blessing of various 

objects in one category, the categoey of sacramentals. We note that the 

Agenda uses the word "dedication" in referring to what is done to a church, 
• vi 



bell, or dwelling.* And since we have no bishops in the Lutheran Church

Missouri Synod, it is perhaps useless to divide the sacramentals into rites 

conducted by bishops or clergy. 0 

Since neither The Encyclopedia of the Lutheran Church nor The Lutheran 

Cyclopedia refer to Lutheran usage of sacramentals, and on1y discuss them 

as rituals of the Roman Catholic Church, we might do well to set down an 

introductory definition of sacramentals in our own words. We would say 

they are services of blessing for persons and things, where the special 

blessing of God is asked by the Church for these:·objects or people. This 

• • I ■ is done because of the role they are to play in the life of the Church and 

her people, or because of something that has happened to them .(e.g. the 

churching of women). This will be refined as the paper develops. For 

this paper, we shall be concerned only with the blessing of things, objects 

to be used by the Church and her people for the greater glory of God and 

the proclamation of the Gospel. 

*That is not to say that we agree with the practise. Nor is all of 
American Lutheranism in agreement. One should note the usages as given 
in The Occasional Services used by the Lutheran Church in America and 
The American Lutheran Church. More work has to be done on definitions, 
but that is not the pUI'pose of this paper. That is a project for another 
time and another paper. Mo?'eover, it should be noted that the Missouri 
Synod1 s worship commission several years ago decided that instead of re
vising the Agenda, it would suggest the use of The Occasional Services 
when present supplies of the Agenda were exhausted. 

0
As Arthur Carl Piepkom says in another context: "In the West, the 

use of a pectoral CI'OSS has been common only since the seventeenth 
century and has identified a Roman Catholic bishop or abbot •••• Since 
we do not have bishops, abbots, canons, or monastic orders bound to wear 
such a device, it would seem to be a species of presumption for any of 
our clergy to wear pectoral crosses or cI'Ucifixes ovel' their vestments. 118 
One could go, perhaps, in the other direction and suggest that since the 
pectoral cross as worn by bishops is an invention of the seventeenth 
century, more ancient usage (especially at the time of the Reformation?) 
would permit pectoral crosses. And by extension, the use of certain blessings 
by bishops and others by parish pastors. Again this is for another paper. 
We only mention it here. 

• • Vl.l. 



There are two things we shall not be about: One is that we are not 

setting up confessional backing for ceremonial~ sacramentals. We want 

to go beyond that. Ceremonial and sacramentals are a part of Lutheranism's 

catholic heritage and would not be objected to in the Confessions (though 

their misuse would be). If one is interested in this aspect of the topic, 

he would do well to read The Book of Concord or ~th'UI' Carl Piepkol'll's 

pamphlet, What the Symbolical Books of the Lutheran Church Have to Say 

About Worship and the Sacraments, especially pages 7-12. The other thing 

about which we shall not concern OllI'Selves is the presentation of general 

ceremonial alz,eady found in Charles McClean's The Conduct of the Services, 

a revision and expansion of Piepkorn's The Conduct of the Service. While 

this might not always be possible, we hope that the contents of this work 

will be an extension of McClean's into the area of ceremonial and the 

sacramentals. The?'e will_be places where we disagree with McClean's 

conclusions and directions. While we al'e not doing a critique of his 

work, some mention may be made of the differences. Our conclusions and 

directions may seem to differ to one one who has read and studied McClean, 

· but we shall not be at pains to point them out. Some of OUI' suggestions 

will come as a result not only of sixteenth century foundations of Lutheran 

ceremonial, but also as a result of the trend toward liturgical reform in 

the twentieth century. On the basis of Chapters I-III and Appendixes A and 

B, OUI' suggestions in Chapter IV will take on what we feel has real meaning 

for the Church today, especially the Lutheran branch. 

We shall give direction only to some of the sacramentals and their 

ceremonies in the Agenda. This is due to space, time, and the purpose of 

the Fourth Year Research Paper at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis. 
• • • V111 



CHAPTER I 

AN APPROACH TOWARD CEREMONIAL IN THE SACRAMENTALS 

LitUI'giology 

To a gI'eat extent, the science of litUX'giology has had to stzauggle 

on its own within the Lutheran Church-MissollI'i Synod. Instead of being 

of definate importance in the theological training and life of MissoUI'i 

Synod clergy, litu.I'giology has been relegated to the personal interest of 

the seminarian and the clergy in the field. The situation is changing to 

an extent, but not in comparison to the importance of the subject. 

Liturgiology is an independent theological science, having 
its own subject-matter, the worship laid down by Christ and 
the Church, and its own historical ... exegetical. method. It 
is independent of pastoral theology, which did not make its 
appearance as a special branch of theology until modern times.1 

If one is ready to accept that statement, then it is time to start acting 

as though it were so. The science of worship in words and form, while 

being independent, is also intricately bound up with the other areas of 

theological ·education. They cannot, and should not, be s,parated. But 

this interdependency does not have other theological sciences at the 

center and liturgiology on the perimeter. The situation is actually 

reveI'sed. This is not just an academic question, a question of how to 

set up a cil%'riculum for theological schools. Rather, it affects the very 

life of the Church, the laity. 

"No liturgical finger can be given without danger of losing 
the theological arm". Liturgiology is therefore not an "extra" 
in the theological cmTiculum but its very core and should be 
taught in the context of Dogmatics, Church-histoey and 
Pastoralia. For it is in worship, much more than in sel'lllons 
or lectures , that theol_ogy makes its impact on the faithful. 2 
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The Ch'UI'ch is always inte?'ested, so she says, in making theology ~levant 

and alive for her people. If she is serious, then she should take another 

deep and serlous look at what she is doing in the area of liturgiology. 

Part of the reason fol' this paper is to take another look at how we go 

about making wo?'ship, and the theology it presents, alive and a vital 

aspect of people's lives. 

Worship 

We are not concerned just with making wol'ship and theology alive for 

the Church's people. But even more, we are attempting to make the people 

themselves alive to and in worship. If worship is response and the people 

do not respond to the vitality of wol'ship, the point has been missed. The 

classic definition of lit'UI'gy as the wol'k of the people requires action (or 

?'eaction) on their part. 

The Liturgy in the broadest sense, the whole cel'emony of 
divine worship, constitutes one of the most imp0I'tant signs 
of life of the Church. One can, therefore, perceive in the 
litllI'gy something of the real life of the Church.3 

It is only as the people are at work that others can see that the ChUI'ch is 

alive. For what goes on within the church building, if it is alive, cannot 

but spread to the outside. All along, it is not ceremony for its own sake 

that is being sought to make worship more lively. Rather, the people of ·God, 

the people of the Church, are always uppel'lllost in mind. "We plead for the 

z,ecognition of that which is in every believing heart, the desire to use the 

privilege of worship, for opportunity for this to come forth. 114 

Worship's actions are really the people's movements. It is not a stage 

show, but a co-oroinated effoz,t of the pastor and the people. Theiz, action 

extends beyond what is visible to the eye. The pastoz, and people "az,e not 
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engaging in the recitation of a ritua1 or in the performance of certain 

functions and ceremonies; they are striving to realize the Presence and 

abide there, offm'ing the outpourings of heart and soul •••• 115 It is 

direction God-ward and not turned in upon themselves. The movements are 

an aid to attaining this "God-realization." As we shall see later, movement 

is a natural response of people, a natural means of cODDDUDication. Or to 

put it another way, the total man is to be involved in worship. As one 

Roman Catholic theologian has put it: 

There are those who criiticise the elaborate ceremonial of 
catholic worship and who, in defense of a moN austere form 
of worship, quote the scriptul'al text to the effect that we 
should worship God in spirit and in truth. A purely intel
lectual cult of God, without ext8%'Dal expression, would indeed 
be a worship of ijim in spirit but it would not be a worship of 
God in truth. It would not be tztue to man's hmnan nature. We 
are men and not angels. We are composed of matter as well as 
spirit, of body as well as soul. Hence the body with its 
senses as well as the soul with its faculties must be concerned 
in worship of God. The body is the instrument through which 
the soul expresses its activity.6 

Ceremonial 

The word "ceremonial" defines the actions of the people of God (both 

clergy and laity) moving in worship. It is this aspect of wOI'ship which 

we hope to emphasize in this paper, seeking the "why" and "how" of what the 

people do. There is a definite progression in ceremonial iife within the 

Church. Walter Howard Frere set them out as: "experiment or innovation", 

"consolidation and settlement", and "stagnation and fo:nnalism. 117 Obviously, 

the place we want to stay is within stages one and two. For with experiment 

must come a stablizing process if the people are going to be able to do 

worship to their best. Constant change without "consolidation" makes for a 

people unsure if they are coming or going. A lack of surety leads to an 



inability and lack of desi?'e to participate fully. That is not to disparage 

experiment, but to say experiment must be responsible. 

In an effol't to put these two stages into action, students at Concordia 

Seminary have available to them a manual on the conduct of the main services 

of the Lutheran Ch'UI'ch-Misso'l.ll'i Synod, prepared by Charles McClean. This 

work is part of what is being done to make worship, in its ceremonial aspect, 

a living entity within the Church and among its people. McClean writes in 
. 

his introduction: "In addition to the rites and rubrics of our authorized 

service books, thI'ee principles have guided the preparation of this manual: 

historic pNcedent, ecumenical consensus, and contemporary need. 118 This 

manual is an attempt to place the importance of worship and liturgiology 

back in its proper place in the life of the theological CUI'riculum and the 

worship of the Church. But more must be said. In the area of ceremonial, 

development must continue so that ceremony can be useful to the worshipping 

conmunity. As we speak of ceremonial in this work, we shall have a specific 

direction in mind. "For a sound basis of all liturgical development we must 

demand: Reality, objectivity, simplicity and straight-foI9Wal'dness expressed 

in exact language; •••• ·11 9 Hopefully this direction will show itself in the 

rubrics discussed and proposed in Chapter IV for some of the sacramentals in 

the agenda used by the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. 

Sacramentals 

The sacramentals are an extension of the three sacraments of Lutheranism 

and the other fo'UZ' of Roman catholicism. For our plll'poses, we shall say that 
• 

the sacramentals are outside the classic seven sacraments of Rome. As Mazrtin 

Hellriegel has put it: 



The sac?'amentals, as the word indicates, are the 11little 
sac?'aments," the completion, unfolding and I'adiation of 
the sacrificial sacrament and the six otheI's, eithe?' p?'e
paring for the sac?'aments or accompanyinf us home as we 
return from them to our work and duties. O 

5 

The ChUI'ch takes the oppoI'tunity to make all things that touch the Ch?'istian 

in his life a positive fo?'ce. It even extends to making the sign of the 

Holy Cross. According to Rome's definitions, this too is a sacramenta1.11 

Martin Luther suggests the very same thing when in his Large Catechism's 

discussion of the Second CoUDDandment he says that children make the sign of 

the Cl'oss and ask fol' God's help in times of trouble. "By her sacramentals 

the Church draws all ~eated things and every department of life into her 

OI'bit. 1112 

It must be kept in mind that what makes the sacramentals a useful pazrt 

of the .church's worship is the "prayer of the Church" and the 11use?' 1S t?'ue 

spirit of tz.ust in God and his humble submission to him. 1113 It is not a 

tX'Ust in the object or person blessed, but it is always the Christian's 

connection with God in Jesus Christ that makes all created things I'edeemed 

foI' the use of Christian livi~g in this wo?'ld. 

Ce?'emonial and LutheI'anism 

Our perspective on ceremonial and the sac?'amentals will project, we 

hope, a Lutheran point of view. "We Lutherans are a liturgical ch'UI'Ch. 

It is OUI' official policy to follow the best foI'lllS or to seek to rest0?'8 

them whel'e they have been disca.rded. 1114 The I'estoration of ceI'emony is 

not foI' the sake of history, but for the sake of the best proclamation of 

the Gospel. By restoring the use of both ceremonial and sacramentals, 

LutheX'8tls would hope to be using, once again, what is I'ightfully theirs 
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in the continuum of the ChUl'ch's history. The question then arises, "What 

exactly is Lutheran in the al'8a of ceremonial?" The classic answer is 

Arthlll' Carl Piepkom's: 

The sixteenth century saw the beginning of extensive innovations 
in Roman ritual and ceremonial. In general, these had not 
reached nozrthem Europe by the time the Refonnation began. 
Consequently they exerted only slight influence on the historic 
Lutheran rite. Where the historic Lutheran rite has been re
tained or restored, it generally reveals a purer and oldeX' form 
of the Western rite than the refo?'llled Roman Catholic rite of 
today [1952] exhibits. This is significant. It gives us a 
denominationally and confessionally distinctive rite to which 
we have historic title and which we have not lately bol'I'Owed 
from alien sources. It gives us a rite which is an invaluable 
symbol of the antiquity, the historic continuity, and the 
thorough Catholicity of the ChUI'ch of the AugsbUI'g Confession. 
At the same time it gives us a rite which is both older than, 
and significantly and recognizably different from, the present 
Roman Catholic rite.15 

What Piepkorn and others would hope for is not just a return to ceremony, 

but a return to seeing ceremony as a form of communicating the Gospel. 

The task is always one of getting the Gospel across clearly, precisely, 

and underst~dably. If ceremony contributes to this coumunication, then 

it must be used. 

The Lutheran liturgy expresses itself ceremonially, that is, 
in material objects, in signs, in symbols, and· in o.ther art 
forms. These forms of expression are important. They are a 
language which many Christians no longer understand, because 
they think that words and more words are the only fom of 
communication. But there are many other forms.... Herae the 
the ceraemonial of the liturgy opens up to us a whole new world, 
a world filled with truth and beauty. To appreciate this world, 
we must learn to real.ize again that there are non-verbal forms 
of communication and that these are often more effective than 
the verbal kind.16 

What is Lutheran in ceremonial is in need of being relearned in many 

instances. American Lutheranism in particular has lost its heZ'itage from 

the perspective of ceremonial. Eugene Brand suggests that the situation 

is the following: "The language of ceremony has become foreign to much of 

Lutheranism, and the sign-character of the service has suffered because of it. 
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An unbiblical dualism which attempts to spiritualize worship still gI'ips 

most pastors and people. 1117 This view is based on the religious scene in 

early America. The ove~helming Calvinistic background of Protestantism 

in America caused many Lutherans coming to the New World to forgo their 

I'ights in the area of worship and ceremony for fear of being thought of as 

"pseudo-Papists" by the ?'est of their Calvinistic countrymen.18 Out of 

this grows the lack of ceremony which we find in the Lutheran agenda in 

the New World. When The Occasional SeI'Vices appeared in the early 1960's, 

one reviewer had the following to say of it: 

My major and pervading criticism of the book is that it 
displays a bias against liturgical action in favor of the 
nuda verba (the word alone). The rites are but verbal 
torsos of more full catholic actions. Seldom do the rubrics 
-make the "sayings" optional, but often non-verbal signs are 
optional indeed, particular1y the sign of the cross.19 

We do not single this out as a negative comment on this massive undertaking, 

but rather it is a statement which, we feel, could be said about much of the 

ceremonial for rites found in American Lutheranism, from the early days until 

now. 

Perhaps a more important question at this time in history, given the 

past situation, is, "Where do we go from here?:~ What is the future of cere

monial in the Lutheran use of sacramentals?" In a speech to a ·group on the 

East Coast some years ago, Piepkorn asked a devastating question of this 

gathering of Lutherans. Once this question is answered, we shall know the 

way we have to go in the area of ceremonial within American Lutheranism. 

And I would ask, therefore, are we consistent evangelical 
Christians? .Ax-ewe taking seriously the injunctions that 
we have either by expressed comnand or by -uh- implication 
in the Luthel'an Symbols, with reference to certain, admittedly, 
external, very practical devices that are, however, available 
to us and to our people? Now, are we practising ourselves, 
even though we may not need it quite as desparately as some of 



the poor people in our congregations may (I'm not so SUX'e 
that p'Il0bably we don1t stand in greater need of it), but 
assuming that they need it much more than we do, azae we 
doing o'Ul' full duty over against them by failing to practise 
oUX'selves and imparting to them by presect --precept and ex
ample some of the useful devices that our Symbols encourage?20 

Fl'om his perspective, the use of ceremonial becomes an obligation of the 

clergy so that they might be doing the best for their people. 

8 

At least one pastor in the Lutheran ChUX'ch-MissollX'i Synod saw a change 

beginning to take place as early as 1952. He wrote, "Gradually.I believe 

both faithful and clergy are beginning to realize that worship isn't simply 

something 'homilectical [sic], hymnodical, and offertorical' but also 

traditional, cultural, inspirational, and historical even in The Lutheran 

Church-Missouri Synod. 0 21 While it may be true that the situation is 

changing, correcting what for so long was wrong on the American Lutheran 

scene, much more has to be done to diI'ect Lutherans to a full understanding 

of their heritage, and the fullest possible usage of ceremony within the 

context of Reformation principles. Perhaps for the future, agenda for the 

Lutheran Church will have to accommodate the entire spectrum of Lutheran 

practise, from those who accept sixteenth century principles and practises, 

to those who accept the principles and practises of the American religious 

scene. To this end one writer suggests: 

Our official books of rites should include all permissable 
liturgical actions among Lutherans without making the whole 
mandatory for any congregation. This would seem to be most 
in line with the Lutheran Geist (spirit) of ftteedom in matters 
liturgical. The essential core of any rite should be pointed 
out rubrically, with its possibilities of elaboration noted.22 

Cermonial and the One Studying and Using It 

The ver;ry first quotation in this paper suggested that the person who 

studies ceremonial and seeks to be of lasting value in the course of its 
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discussion must know both his own bias and the subject he is persuing. 

While we do not claim perfection in this area, we would repeat the warning 

"that only those can safely handle the subject of religious cel"emonial whose 

minds have been trained to tolerate an alien, and even incomprehensible, 

point of view. 1123 The discussion of ceremonial is one which has gone on 

down thI'Ough the centUI'ies of ChX'istian history. Perhaps no one issue has 

been more emotionally discussed, because emotions themselves are involved. 

But before we can intelligently discuss the issue, we have to be aware of 

both sides of the issue. There is a warning here: there is not just one 

side. Or more strongly: there 8I'e no absolutes. Again and again we shall 

see that the pastoral office plays a role in the life of the Lutheran clergy

man. He is a man who is to be vitally conce?'ned both fo~ the historical 

continuity of the ChUI'ch's worship and for the life of the people coDDDitted 

to his care. At all costs, individual quirks are to be avoided, both in the 

doing of the litUI'gy and in the guiding of the people of God. Yet the :role 

of pastor must be pez-fcmned, enabling a "particularism" if extraordinal'y 

needs arise. 24 But there dare not be a copying of abuses for the sake of 

the people. The woz-ship of God always is to be kept at a high level, using 

cez,emony which expands people and helps them realize and practise God's 

Presence. At the same time, it should not lower God to our level, but keep 

His Glory uppeZ'IDost. -Abuses in ceremonial must always be avoided; caz,efully 

looking at OUI' ceremonies will help to accomplish this.25 

For the clez-gyman who has come to see his role as both priest and 

pastor, a suggestion is in brdez,. •- "Improvement is needed, but he serves the 

ChUI'ch best who works steadily toward clear goals , not being unduly concerned 

whether they are reached tomorrow or not. 1126 The key woI'd is "unduly." The 

desire for, and use of, ceremonial dare never overshadow our concern for the 
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worshipping people of God. The goal is to make them worshipping people in 

action as well as in words. We can study all we want and we can write all 

we want about ceremonial, but ultimately it only takes on value as it is 

used by the people of God in their worship. 

Ceremonies Teach 

' 
If, as Piepkorn suggested, our task is to help the people in their 

God-ward action through the use of ceremonies,20 then we must come to realize 

and accept the fact that ceremonies do teach. Part of the pastor's task 

is to teach, to bring about growth in Christian things among Christian 

people. Wayne Saffen, whose critique of The Occasional Services we mentioned 

before, again and again brings out this notion of the teaching task of 

ceremony. He writes, "We are not aI'guing for the necessity of ceremonial for 

the validity of the act •••• but •••• By omitting the ceremonial in our official 

books we fail, to that extent, to teach. 1127 Lack of ceremony means a misuse 

of time and energies in the midst of worship which could be used for teaching, 

as well as for the praise of God. What better time is there to leam than 

in the midst of the community's worship? Saffen goes on: 

What one fears is that prevailing practice becomes no%'11lative. 
Contemporary books of rites simply represent a consensus on 
how Lutherans in America happen to be administering the rites. 
This is too vicious a circle to let remain unbroken. For 
obviously nothing could become more meaningless repitition 
than that which is done simply because it has been done. 
Rites teach.28 

He is not just riding his own hobby-horse. Others within Lutheranism have 

said it. As far back as 1906, Elmer F. l<I'auss wrote in the Memoirs of the 

Lutheran Liturgical Association, "We learn far more through the eye than 

through the ear. 1129 
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Paul H. D. L~ng in Ceremony and Celebration talks of the teachi~g 

aspect of ceremonial. But he_ goes one step ful'ther and adds a "doi~g'i 

dimension. He says that if we 11:eglect ceremonies, we n_eglect one of the 

best methods for teaching the children of-the ChUX'ch. "In the Christian 
. 

training of chilciI'en, ceremonial is particularly necess~ and important. 

Children leaI'll through ceremonies. They love them, they live them, and 

they gain a lifelong impression fl'om them. 118° Children leazwn to live 

ceremonies; it is something alive for them. Ceremonial does teach the 

people of the Chwch through their eyes. But the people are not passive. 

What they see, in that must they also participate. 

We do learn more by seeing than hearing. And we retain in 
memory that which is seen longer than that which is heard. 
In this connection, we must call attention to the fact that 
we often forget this in Olll' neglecting rich and proper sym
bolism and colors available for use in OU%' chUl'ches. 

But we lea.I'n still more by doing.Si 



CHAPTER II 

THE WHY OF CEREMONIAL IN THE SACRAMENTALS 

Wo?'ship 

There really is a reason for discussing ceremonial in the sacramentals. 

There really is a "why" to it all. Wo?'ship is the place to begin under

standing the "why." The purpose of worship is for man to glorify God. This 

is the first purpose. It is a response-action on man's part which has been 

motivated by God's initiating action in Jesus Christ. Because of this action 

in Jesus Christ, worship takes on a secondary p'UX'pose, that of the "salvation 

of men." This "is expressed in the saCI'aments and sacramentals. 111 God's 

action leads to OU?' action of praise and proclamation of the Gospel. Through 

the sacramentals, we p?'aise God for His good creation and proclaim to men that 

the God Who is conce?'Iled that His CI'eation be used to His Gloey, is the same 

God Who is concerned that all men become His in Jesus Christ, to the preise 

of His Name. 

As worship is in this sense both God-di?'ected and man-directed, so also 

it is interior and exterior. 

Wo?'ship in geneMl is religious activity directed immediately 
to God. It is primarily interior worship, expressing itself 
in acts of adoration and petition, but it overflows at once 
into words and gestures, and so becomes exterior worship. 
And as man is by nature dependent on associations with others, 
exterio?' worship becomes, by a fu?'ther development, communal 
wo?'ship. If· :it were not for the interio?' wo?'ship from which 
it springs, exterior worship would have no value or significance; 
in its turn, however, the lattel' gives to inte?'iOI' worship a 
greater intensity.2 

OU%' worship is interior in that it is used for the primary goal which is God

directed praise and for the secondaz-y goal of p?'a.yer for the salvation of all 



men. But our worship is also exterior in that ollI' praise of God shows 

its elf, not only to God Who sees all things , but also to men, that they 

might see our witness, and seeing hear, and hearing believe. 

13 

"'We have no altars,' Origen frankly declares, 'but the temple of our 

God is the whole world, and the altar most acceptable to him is a pure and 

innocent heart.• 113 He sounds like a naturalist, or at least a Thoreau. 

Perhaps what he is really saying is that God is bigger than man. Just as 

all man's buildings are not big enough to contain Him, so all man's words 

aI'e not nmnerous enough to praise Him. In some way all of creation is to 

be involved in God-directed motion. In some way all of man is to be involved 

in God-directed motion. Worship Him is spirit, yes. But worship Him in 

space and time as well. 

Worship is more than a matter of wol'ds. We misconceive the 
nature of man if we think of him only as two ears connected 
by a cranial cavity, mounted upon a pair of legs. Man is a 
psycho-physical organism and each of his senses is a potential 
opening for the grace of God. Through all his sense organs 
man reaches out towards God's grace and through all of them 
God ventures his grace.4 

Man lives within the confines of time and space. Man is a man and not yet 

a timeless being. Until that time, man must be what he is, putting his 

whole self into the worship of God who made him what he is. As Horace Hummel 

has written: 

Until the parousia comes , we remain creatures of space and 
time and have no choice but to distinguish "sacred" and 
"secular." Since it is impossible for us to worship "spiritual
ly" everywhere and at once, we must heed the particularities 
of continued space and time in our worship."5 · 

Ceremonial in worship serves this purpose. The sacramentals with their 

ceremony help tie all of man and creation together into one great praise-

• session. 
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Two cautions appear in our discussion. One is the need to avoid 

barrenness in OUZ' worship. While it is true that we are to give God due 

reverence and respect in both OU%' interior and exterior worship,6 this 

is not only done in a Mennonite meeting-house. Ceremony can accomplish 

this also, if it is done properly. From a Lutheran perspective, motion 

is a gift of God to be used. 

The I'Ole of ritual is to give solemnity, dignity and 
reverence to worship. More than mere ceremonialism and 
a concern about the "length of candles" is involved. Ritual 
is an active and vital ingredient in worship, for worship is 
not merely an inte1lectual exercise in semantics. Ritual 
does not detract from the essentially spiritual quality of 
worship but makes it more real and vivid. It seems to pre
vent religious worship from being bal'I'en, bleak, and so 
"simple" that the worshipper's heart and soul fail to be 
touched.7 

Paul H. D. Iang is more blunt about avoiding barrenness. "For example, 

He is dishonOI'ed by cheap, ill-kept churches and by bare, slovenly services 

when such things are due to selfishness. 118 But selfishness can go the 

other direction, to misusing ceremony. This is the second caution, that 

ceremony dare not become a show of the execution of timed-action. "Important-

above all--is that a se?'Vice dclI'e never become a spiritless, punctilious 

observance of unimportant niceties.119 Both cautions al'e in order for the 

sake of the Gospel. For it is in the Gospel that a11 oUI' worship focuses. 

This is the center of our existence and of our worship. 

All that we employ in the service whether it be choir, organ, 
bells, vestments, OI'Daments, ceremonies--whatever it may be, 
dal'e not distl'act the mind of the worshiper from the Word of 
God. All must be made subservient to the one goal and purpose 
to extol, to glorify, to exalt Christ and His Woro.1·O 

We have been talking of the "why" of ceremonial as it pertains to 

worship. It is safe to say, we feel, that litu.I'gical-Lutherans (to coin a 

phrase) are unanimous in confessiong that ceNmony, from their perspective, 
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is for the glory of God and also for the development of the Christian life. 

H. Douglas Spaeth, who was associated with the Lutheran Liturgical Association 

at the beginning of this century, wrote: "We fizwmly believe that every 

minister and every congI'egation who stz-ives for liturgical accuracy is 

thereby stI'iving for and attaining a deeper spiritual experience. 1111 Arthur 

Carl PiepkoZ'D closely parallels this when he said, nearly fifty years later, 

"But it is this lack of--of a disciplined liturgical life which is--uh-

affecting a lot of other aspects. 1112 It was to affect other aspects of the 

Christian life that groups of like-minded liturgical-Lutherans got together. 

Berthold von Schenk says that the Society of St. James was begun, not only 

to make use of what was rightfully Lutheran or beautiful in ceremonial, but 

also to "help the faithful in their devotions, and assist them to get as 

much as possible in their worship •••• 1113 Lang says nearly the same when he 

writes that ceremonial is union with the Church of -the past and that it also 

has "great value both for instruction in the faith and aiding the devotional 

life. 1114 

Sacl'amentals 

While Lutherans are willing to discuss ceremonial as it pertains to 

the sacraments, they are, as a rule, less willing to (ol' rarely do) talk of 

ceremonial within the context of the sacramentals. No doubt the I'eason for 

this stems from Dr. Martin Luther's view on the sacramentals, which we shall 

speak of in the last section of this chapter. It is the Church of Rome which 

has set up a neat, precise definiton and theology concerning the "why" of 

sacramentals and ceremonial. A Catholic Catechism 2, written for young 

childl'en, makes it clear that the sacramentals were instituted by the ChUI'ch 

and not by Christ. "The blessings and consecrations are similar to the 
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saCI'aments; for this reason they are called sacramentals. They are not, 

however,instituted by Christ, as the sacraments were; instead they were 

instituted by the Church. 1115 The catechism goes on to explain that the 

power which the sacramentals might have is due to the prayw of the chUI'ch.16 

The power is not there in and of itself, but as the Church makes use of the 

command of Christ to pray. 

Rome's theology has a big plus in its emphasis on the Chlll'Ch as the 

Body of Christ and as the conmnmity of the redeemed effecting change in 

the world. It is only in the light of this that we can understand and be 

sympathetic towards (and jealous of) their use of various sacramentals to 

bring the things of this w0%'ld and the Church close together. 

In her use of saCI'amentals we have an example of the Church's 
method. She takes all created things into hel' hands and every 
circumstance of human life and tUI'Ds them into instI'Ulllents fol' 
man I s good. Her view of the world of evil spil'its, which 
touches upon our own lives at every turn, is eminantly sober 
and realistic. Many of her blessings and consecrations begin 
with an exorcism. By this means she breaks the power of evil 
which once held sway over this world of ours; she bl'eaks it 
with the power of the cross. Her sacramenta1s proclaim her 
sovereignty over all creation. All that is created can be 
made a means of grace."17 

(Personal piety has got in the way of a solid theology of the comnnmity of 

the Church in Lutheran theology.) What this says is that not1ling in this world 

can stand in the way of our Nlationship to God in Christ Jesus. Just as 

all creation groaned for salvation (Romans 8:22), so it rejoices and resounds 

the praise of God as it joins the Chul'ch's praise (the praise of the Body of 

Christ). 

Mal'tin Hellriegel adds both a helpful and a hindering note to this 

discussion. He writes: 

True, the efficacy of the 'little sacraments• is not quite as 
certain as that of the 'big sacraments. ' Much of their power 
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will depend on the faith and confidence of the recipient. 
But this is certain that, hallowed, executed and spoken by 
the Church, they possess an efficacy which surpasses all 
personal efforts and petitions.18 

While Lutherans would rejoice at the middle sentence on the faith of the 

recipient, they would have trouble with the last sentence. But when this 

statement is seen in the context of Rome's concept of Church, it takes on 

moN positive meaning: the emphasis on the cODD11Unity of wo?'shipers, ?'athe?' 

than on personal piety. 

If we accept the portion of the definition of sacramentals as being 

involved with the p?'ayer of the Church, then we can move on to see that all 

of creation is to be affected by this prayer. Piepkom suggests a definite 

?'elationship between the people of God and created things. 

The formulation .of the Lutheran Symbols is thoroughly Augustinian. 
It says that an individual unless he is reborn of baptism and 
of the Holy Spirit is without· God and is destined to eternal loss. 
Now here is whe?'e the necessity of a baptizing of this creation 
and th?'ough the Chl'istian as a priest, the baptizing of the 
lesser o?'ders of creation comes into the picture.19 

He is not speaking of a "baptism" to save the object in question, but more 

to b?'ing the object within the sphel'e of the Ch'U?'Ch's life, that we Christians 

might rejoice in the things of this life. Or as Hellriegel put it: "By the 

sac?'amentals the Church sanctifies the world about us and hallows all those 

things that are for our use and service, so that redeemed man might not suffer 

too much :fl'om an unredeemed world sUXTOunding him. 1120 

Because the Church is continually aware of God's having made everything 

for Himself,21 therefore "everything :fl'om sick babies to linotype machines, 

fl'om expectant mothers to beer is made sacred •••• 1122 Again, all of this is 

not done for the sake of the object itself, but that all of life and creation 

might pz'aise God and give Him glory. For this reason the Church is involved 

with .all of life.23 w. van der Syde in an article entitled "Principles of 



Litll:l'gical RefoI'ID" makes the followi~g s:u_ggestion: 

As the Ch?'istian Faith is 'totalitaZ'ian', so its litul'gical 
impact on·a11 aspects of.human life must he total and not· 
confined to some crucial stages · of· it (birth, muTiage, 
death) hut also comprise areas, commonly considered as 
'profane', such as recreation~ political life, work, etc. 
This requires an immense extension of· 'occasional services', 
such as no existing ch'Ul'ch has provided for~ ••• Here is 
ample room too for. the exercise of.the 'general priesthood' 
and apostolate of. the Christian layman--and woman. 24 

This requjres a looking beyond oUl'selves to the whole of God's creation 

and 0\11' life within it. It is a tall order, hut in the long l'l1!l it is 
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for the Christian man's benefit. For that reason we have to talk of 

discipline in the things of worship, liturgics, ceremonial, and sacramentals. 

The eschaton has broken in us, we m-e dead in baptism. 
We are risen again in Ch?'ist. But we still have to live; 
and we still have to anticipate the hour when we shall die. 
And it is on this account that we have to talk about dis
cipline to OUI' people. And it is on this account that we 
have to talk about discipline to ourselves.25 

If the sacramentals do no more than call Olll' attention to the object, 

then the point of them has been lost. The action of blessing an object is 

not fol' the sake of the object, but for the sake of the coumnmity of believers. 

"The sacramentals are to help us live holy lives in this world, and to use 

the things of this world fw God's honor and for our salvation. 1126 They are 

useful to our salvation in that we come to realize the proper use for which 

the object was intended; that we use it not to our damnation, a dreadful mis

use of it. Indeed, LutheX'an litUZ'gical people hack in 1906 were say~g that 

it is "a Christian duty to n,alce a ~ight use of tb~gs, which is possible 

t~ugh the Word of.God and prayer. 1127 Thus the Lutherans were able to 

affirm about sacramentals: 

With the rec_ognition of. this principle that it is not . the thing 
which is to be consecrated but that ·we are to be consecrated and 
that our use of the thing is to he consecrated, we gladly accept 
every service in which persons or things are devot.ed to the 
service of God.28 
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Symbolism 

To talk about the symbolic aspects of ceremonial in the sacramental.a 

z,eally requires an artist in order to understand all the nuances. Yet 

the nature of this paper requires that we say a few words about it. One 

thing symbolism tries to do is teach. Arthur earl Piepkorn says that even 

piety in Lutheran circles "accepted symbolism as a reinforcement and en

richment of ritua1. 1129 Somehow the desire foz, symbolism and an understanding 

of its effectiveness is present even among those who object to Rome's misuse 

of it. Inspite of its misuse, symbolism in ceremony has positive value. 

Symbolism is pointing not only to something beyond itself, but is in very 

fact bringing that "something" into the inmediate present, at the very moment 

use is being made of the symboi. 30 Yet the use of symbolism may be both a 

natural part of the act of worship and a foreign action brought in specifically 

in order to teach.31 However it is viewed, symbolism must be taught to the 

congregation that is to make use of it in its worship. This must be done in 

order that the most value might be gained fttom the use of symbol • 
• 

So it will take time and effort to teach a congregation the 
language of Christian symbolism and proper ceremonies employed 
in a church. Yet, what congregation is serving the edification 
of its worshipel's better: the one that builds a barren chUI'Ch 
edifice where symbolism and proper ceremonies and a truly 
Christian ritual al'e studiously avoided 1 or the one which pro
vides all of this in the most churchly and dignified way?S2 

For lit'UI'gicaJly-minded Lutherans, the question is rhetorical. The answer is 

obvious. The end sought is one of teaching through word and symbol, to invol.ve 

all the senses of man. 

The second thing that symbol.ism does is to communicate the Gospel. Just 

as stained-glass windows and paintings were meant to teach the significant 

Christian doctrines, so the symbolism of ceremonial seeks to do the same. 
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That is part of the task of ceremony. "It endeavors to impress upon the 

wor~hipp.er by means other than mere words, which after all are but oral 

symbols, the love, mercy, glory and majesty of the Holy and Undivided 

Trinity. 1133 Even more, symbolism seeks to get across the point to the 

man in the pew that God in Jesus Christ is forgiving the sinner.34 This 

is where symbolism takes on its real meaning, its real task.* 

Yet symbolism is not only action proclaiming Gospel from the clergy's 

vantage point. It is also a response to the Gospel on the part of the 

clergy and laity. This is the third use of symbolism. Man by nature uses 

symbols and symbolism to express to others a thought or an idea that is 

within him. 36 That is part of C?'eation. It is a relatively simple thing 

to move this concept into the area of worship. 

The need of honouring the Deity through symbols and in fixed 
places arises from the relativity of man's worship of an 
infinite being, whom he can adore only by means of tangible 
foI'llls corresponding to the degree of civilization to which 
he has attained and to the conception, more or less sublime, 
which he has of the divine being.37 

FI-om a Chz,istian perspective, when man is desirous of expressing himself 

to God in response to God's gift in the Man and his actions, Jesus Christ, 

then man begins to use symbols to more fully exp?'ess what it inside of him. 

Just as God used a Real Person, real actions, and real things to express 

the truth of His love for mankind, so man in response uses symbolism which 
• . 

"uses real personages, real actions and real things as emblems-of the 

truth. 1138 .Extending this, the motions of the body within the action of 

*For the well-initiated Chz,istian, the one who has become totally inmersed 
in the action of ceremony and its symbolism, there is the move not only toward 

· a straightfoxwaro interpretation of the action, but a mystical one as well. 
"Mystical interpretation is an attempt to give not the primary meaning of 
things, but their hidden and recondite meanings. 1135 
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worship become a part of the lit~gical sign or symbol, which man uses to 

express his response.39 
• 

The folll'th coDDDent we wish to make on symbolism is that it is alive. 

In that they are living, symbols can assist man in being a lively respondeztt 

to the grace of God. Paul Vanbe_rgen writes: 

One criterion [to govern the elaborating of the liturgy] 
imposes itself right from the start: the maintenance of 
rites and symbols, which are a specific mark of man. They 
do not merely belong to an age in which mankind was in its 
infancy and which is behind us now that technological man 
has come of age. Just as in Jesus's day, human life today 
is highly ritualized and symbolism is far from dead. If our 
symbols and rites are no longer apt, if they cll'8 ineffective 
for modern man, then that is because the fol'IDS in which they 
are expressed are out of date. It is at the level of foms 
that the cult'UI'al adaptation of the symbols and rites used 
in Christian lit11l'gy must take place. The prime problem, 
therefore, is not to create new symbols, as some think, or 
to invent new rites: the real problem is to give a new life 
to old symbols, to help the man of today to experience the 
old symbols in teI'llls of his modern mentality.Lf.O 

This becomes a fantastic statement when one considers the need for historic 

connections with the Church of the past and a continuity with those saints, 

and also when one considers the need for confronting man with symbolism that 

is relevant to his day and age. This is done specifically because man cannot 

live and be "man" without symbolic exp?'ession of what is in him. The liveliness 

of symbols is necessary fol' the Gospel to l'8Dlan lively in the Church's ex

pression of it. "Therefore, because of the sign-character of liturgical forms, 

the possibility of their change must be kept open. The sign must effectively 

point to the changeless Christ in the midst of a changing world. 1141 That is 

being alive; being ready to change for the sake of the Gospel; ready to head 

in a new direction to make a changeless CllI'ist a lively option for a world 

that changes. 

• 
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Ceremonial* 

Paul Lang, in his description of what ceremonial is, describes it as 

everything involved in doing a particular rite. So he is talking not only 

of the motions of the people, but also the inanimate objects which are a 

pal't of the worship life of the ChUl'ch. "Ceremonies are solemn religious 

things and acti~ns;" he concludes. 42 For our part, we are speaki:ng mainly 

of the actions of the people at worship, though in Appendixes A and B, we 

shall discuss some of the things involved specifically with the sacramentals. 

Ceremonial has a number of directions in which it goes to be a pazrt of the 

Church's worship. 

A l.arge part of ceremonial began and still. goes on upon pUI'el.y 
utilitarian grounds; another section may be called interpretive, 
because the ceremonial is meant to explain or comment on the 
circumstances to which it is annexed; while the thiI'd division 
will contain all such ceremonial as is purely symbolica1.43 

That is a neat and concise way of putting it. Though it must be remembered, 

as with all categories, that there is an overlapping of one type of ceremonial 

into another category at times. It is not as clean-cut as Frere would seem 

to make it. We must realize the validity of ceremonial whether it be utili

tarian, interpretive, or symbolical in the midst of worship. If that is the 

direction of ceremonial, then its reason or pUI'pose also should be stated: 

the greater glory of God. 

Traditional ceremonial does not center in itsel.f. It is not 
just "playing chUI'ch" or going through the motions. The 
objective of ceremonial is the glorification of God in the 
salvation and sanctification of man. 

The ceremonial of the Liturgy is nothing new or strange. 
It has been in existence as long as the church. It is con
cerned, in view of the needs of our times, with the great 
concern of the chUI'ch of all times--the worship of God "in 
spirit and in truth. 1141.f. 

*See also Appendix A. 
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Ceremonial is human. It is the natUI'al thing to do. It is a part of 

any life that While saying this, though, OUI' main aim is not 

the fact that all mankind does some kind of ceremony. Rather, we want to 

emphasize that the living Body of ChI'ist, the ChUI'ch 1 is made up of human 

beings, who being natUZ'al, al'e ceremonious. It would be "un-human" if 

this did not find its way into the worship life of the Body. 

Movement is of the veey nature of the Church, as being a living 
body; there is no real dang&l' in this; it is stagnation that is 
really dangerous. A living body must grow and must at least be 
susceptible of "crisises." The Chul'Ch exhibits its life by ex
periencing them, and its divine character by surviving them, 
and emerging with added grace and beauty.46 

In part, people who are anti-ceremonial fail to realize that verbal 

co11D11unication itself is ceremonial. The reverse is also true: ceremony 

is coDDDunication. "Public worship cannot be unceremonial because it requires 

some fonn of communication and all forms of communication are ceremony. 

When people speak about unceremonial wOl'ship, it is not a question of 

ceremonies, but of informality and spontaneity. 1147 Or we could add: it is 

a question of more or fewer ceremonies, or of complex or simpler ceremonies, 

or of living, pf;K>ple-involving or dead ceremonie~. Mankind is a creature 

that communicates to himself and to God. Because this coDDUnication is so 

important to life, it is also important how it is done. It has to be done 

with conviction, concentration, and belief in what one is trying to express. 

Otherwise, the message never gets through. A manua1 of ceremony for saying 

the HoUI's puts it in these words: For saying the hoUI's, 

the gestures and the postUl'e of the body are hardly less impor
tant than the text itself. Fil'Stly!they have a definite value 
as a saCl'ifice: thJ:lough them not only our souls or even OUI' 

voices become the substance of OU%' offering to God, but our entire 
body. They have a1so an expressive and educative value which 
greatly helps us, without any intellectual strain, to place 
ourselves in the state of a soul claimed by the words we pronounce.48 
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Ceremonial, as well as the seI'IIIOn, is a statement of what is believed. In 

all of man's h nity, body and soul, he confesses and expresses openly what 

he believes in his heart. That is paX't of being a man. 

Not only is ceremonial a part of bumanity, within the Chwch it has an 

histoX'ical nat'UI'e as well. Anyone who was X'aised in a happy home life no 

doubt recalls cel'tain things (ceremonies, events, etc.) that happened con

sistently within the life of the family. These things, he remembers and 

tries to pass on to his children. Just as families live in continuity with 

the past, so does the ChUl'ch. 

To speak of the need of noms is to imply the existence of 
fo1'11ls to which the nonns are to be applied. The attitude of 
the Church toward her traditional foI'llls is involved heN. 
Litlll'gical forms do not exist in the vacuum of an unhistorical 
abstraction. Their shape .has been determined through historical 
development.49 

One need not be a chlll'ch-historian to understand this. It is true of 

secular history as well. The ChUI'ch fI'om its earliest time was ceremonial 

in its worship. 50 That CeI'elDOny was a vital part of man's expressing himself 

in worship. 

"While the needs of modeI'Il man and the significance of the action to 

a congregation are of primacy importance, they are not the only criteria of 

of value. In matters of ceremonial, histOI'ical practices should also be 

taken into account. 1151 In its expX'ession of the community of saints, the 

Church needs a connection with the past. Not on1y in the area of apostolic 

teaching, but in the area of the action of wo?'ship is this true. "In any 

given age the Chlll'ch must incorporate that which has gone before. 1152 The 

word "inco?'pOrate" is important here. The ChUX'Ch of today is not to take 

over the forms of past ceremony necessarily in the same dress in which they 

came. Rather, the Church is to make use of them in a new, vibrant, and 

exciting worshipful way. Eugene Brand WI'Ote: 
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Making our static worship come alive will not be done by 
repristination, no matter which age is selected as model. 
Some ceremonies of the past can be reintroduced as living 
entities; others in new cultural dress.53* 

We are not sure, however, which "cultural dress" ceremonial should be 

wearing according to Brand. New "cultural dress" must always take into 

account the developments of the past. Just as a father would hope his 

child would not disz,egard the wiser judgments of the "hoary head," so the 

Church of the twentieth century (a child of Church-past) ought not take 

lightly its Mother's direction. While forms of ceremeny may be examined 

to see if they still communicate the Gospel, 

this critical attitude toward inherited form must never lead 
to treating it lightly. Because they have withstood the 
critical testing of generations, because the existence of the 
worshipping community is an historical existence, and especially 
because Christians in their freedom are not enslaved through the 
dark power of traditional rites, the Church has the obligation 
to regcll'd with honor those inherited foms which edify.55 

What is historical must affect the Church today. The task is not completed 

by merely taking from the past and using it today, but rathez, in learning 

from the past and applying the past to today. The Church is not out to 

copy abuse or excellence of the past, but to make positive use of the very 

best in ceremonial. "Christlan ceremonial is inevitable. Since we must 

live with it ~nd th~o~g~ it,_ we should sUITOund ourselves with the best. 

We should take care that the ceremonial that we practice belongs to the 

Christian tra.dition. 11 56 

icpiepkorn wrote nearly 40 years ago: "We contend that the proper touch
stone is the principle of the movement toward liturgical repristination: 'We 
desire to reintroduce the maximum of coDDDon Occidental formulae and cerem~nies, 
whatever their source, consistant with the Holy Scriptures and the Holy Confes
sions of our Church. 11154 While we have to appreciate what Piepkorn and men like 
him have done to restore to Lutherans their ceremonial heritage in worship, we 
wonder if the sixteenth century is the place to stop or start. More discussion 
has to be done on how far back does one go or not go. Or again, how futtmistic 
does one get in the area of ceremonial. 
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The central focus for cere1110nial is the Gospel. When we talk of 

direction, or humanity, or historicity of ceremonial, it all comes to a 

head at this point: the Cross. A Catholic Catechism 2 in its discussion 

of sacz-amentals states, "If we imagine that we shall receive help not ft-om 

God but from the outward sign alone, we cononit the sin of superstition."57 

God Nconcilild:. the woz-ld to Himself in Christ Jesus (2 Coz-inthians 5:19). 

This is the Woro to keep in mind when speaking of sacramentals and of 

ceremonial. If this point is lost, then superstition and religious nicety 

take over and theI'8 is no need foz- a discussion such as we are giving. 

The accompanying outward sign or action is not the nOI'ID for ceremonial 

worship with the sacramentals. 

What, then, is the proper norm? If it is true that the service 
is a creature of the Word, and if the objections to other nOI'llls 
cll'e valid, it would seem that the answer is cleal': the Word, 
the Gospel. If the service grows out of the Word, then the 
Word should govel'n it. The foI'JDS of the past should be measured 
against it; critical theological study should apply it as noI'lll; 
art forms should be h"ought into its service. The Word of God, 
the Gospel, is sovereign in liturgical practice.58 

When the Gospel is not being proclaimed and served, then ceremonial and 

the sacramentals are worth1ess; and there is no reason for bothering with 

them. 

One of the early pleas for having more ceztemonial within the Luthez-an 

Church also cautioned against showy performance of cez-emony, or in other 

words, ceremony without purpose. To do ceremony "without a meaning or a 

definite pUI'pose is nonsense. 1159 We shall say it again: the purpose is the 

Gospel. There is another caution besides superstition. It is expressed by 

F. R. Webber when he wrote in Pro Ecclesia Lutherana: 

. There is not the slightest danger that beautiful ceztemonial 
will "offend the people," as some feat'. No task is easier 
than to persuade a congregation to accept full ceremonial if 
the matter is explained to them properly. This has been done, 
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again and ~gain, of late, and in eveX'y paxrt of the countey. 
But theI'e is dangeX' that our people may get a taste fol' 
ceX'emony, and develope a craving for it, so that they no 
longer go to church because of a desiX'e to worship God, but 
because display is agreeable.SO 
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These dangers, however, ought not keep the Chwch from employing ceI'emony, 

if it is always kept at a conscious level that the Gospel is being proclaimed 

and that ceremony is to help the people of God proclaim the Gospel well. 

The Lutheran Society for Worship, Music and the Arts has stated: 

Liturgical ceremonial is the appropriate way of doing what 
should be done. Ceremonial actions should be intelligible 
and coDDDunicate the Gospel. All actions which draw attention 
to themselves, rather than pointing to the presen·ce of God, 
are distortions of worship.61 

Ceremonial, while it is important, is always subseZ'Vient to the needs of the 

Gospel. Ceremonial "must never be paraded as a substitute for the gospel. 

It is the servant of the gospe1.n62 If this is kept in mind, ceremonial can 

go a long way towa.I'd helping the Chwch realize and activate its mission. 

Ceremonies teach. A few words have been said about this in Chapter I. 

But because it is such an impol'tant consideration in the doing of ceremonial 

and the saCI'amentals, we shall add a few more thoughts. Ceremonial can be 

viewed as a teaching agent in the realm of a catechetical approach Qf 

teaching Christian doctrine. "Rites and ceremonies are an outward expression 

of what a church believes and teaches. An ancient La.tin fol'IIIUla puts it this 

way: Lex orandi lex credendi. ·1 As we worship so we believe' or 'as we be

lieve so we worship. 11163 There is, it would seem, a close relationship 

between belief and the act and actions of worship. Thus in many ways what 

is done by a group of people in worship reflects, or better states, what 

. they really believe, even more so than do their printed confessional. 

statements. 



Rites and ceremonies may not only be an unreflected testimony 
of what is believed and taught, but they may a1so be a valuable 
safeguard for the I'etention of purity in doctrine among the 
people, even after a church has departed from the truth in its 
doctrinal position •••• The liturgical books of the Roman Catholic 
ChUI'Ch and of the Eastern Orthodox Church minimized the impact 
of Pietism and Rationalism on these chUI'Ches. On the other 
hand, the lack of traditional and conservative rites and cere
monies in the Protestant and some Lutheran churches made them. 
an easy prey to Pietism, Rationalism, and Modernism.64 
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We come back to the point made in Chapter I when talking of the teaching 

aspect of ceremonial: "Ceremonial again is expressive of re~igious truths. 

Sometimes these are better defined by a gest'UZ'e or a symbol than by 

theological definition. 1165 Ceremonial, sacramentals, and teaching are 

closely linked. 

Ceremony has to be made use of if it is to be of value. It can be 

witten about, but ultimately if it is not put into action, it is useless. 

"Ritual becomes meaningless if people fail to understand it, fail to 

participate in it, and fail to live it. 1166 Ritual and ceremony really is 

response. It is a response by man to the proclamation and reception of 

God's Gift in the Gospel. As the Spil'it helps man pray for those things 

which by himself he cannot express (Romans 8:26), so ceremony helps the 

Church to express its inner most reaction to the Gospel. "Ceremonial is 

an external because it is an expl'ession of an inner reality; this z-eality 

is often of such a sort as to baffle expression by any other means. 1167 

Ceremony is not only response to something, but it is also response toward -
Someone. Because it is towaros Someone, it needs to be talked of, improved 

upon, and used. Walter Howard Frere says that "ceremonial is action Godwards, 

and therefore demands the highest possible degree of excellence. 1168 As 

stewardship programs say the people are to give of their abundance, the 

first-fruits, the best, so also in the area of worship: in all of worship, 

the best is to be used to the praise of God's Name. Thus if we had to 
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expI'ess anotheI'_ goal OI'.diI'ection of ce?'emonial, it would he that o~ getti:n,g 

the people to respond to God. "Ceremonial which enco~ages I'esponse on the 

paI't of.all is to be favoI'ed~n69ic If thel'e is no response, no breath from 

the Body, it is, foI' · a11 pI'actical plll'poses, dead. CeI'emony and Nsponse 

go hand in hand. 

Ceremonies aI'e adiaphol'a? Question.marks are marvelous thi:ngs. We 

use it to say: perhaps ceremonies can no l~nger be considered adiaphora. 

Hopefully what has alI'eady been said helps one to see this statement as 

both possible and sound from a Luthel'an perspective. In 1962, Eugene 

Brand wrote: "HeI'e the z,inging phl'ases of the RefOI'Dlers apply: fol'llls are 

adiaphora, they are relative, they dal'e not be absolutized and made binding 

on men's consciences. To deny this would be to fly in the face of one of 

LutheI''s cardinal pI'inciples."71 This is the classic Lutheran position on 

ceremony as adiaphoI'a. They ought not be an element necessary for salvation. 

In 1966, Brand WI'Ote: "Thus cel'emonies are not adiaphoI'a in the sense that 

they are indispensable, of little significance, or can he chosen and shaped 

arbitI'arily."72 The statement of 1962 would leave room, it seems, for 

doing as one liked because of the relativity of foms. Yet, on the basis· of 

the 1966 quote, we find that the choice perhaps is not quite so arbitrary; 

*So the Church gets her boys involved in doing worship thI'ough 
the ceremonies of serving in God's House. "And so the ChuI'ch schemes 
and plans; she schemes and plans in love. She tries to find ways and 
means by which her boys may have activities made available to them where
by they can use theiI' time and talents in as constl'Uctive a manneI' as 
possible. And ·the result of all the Ch'Ul'ch's loving plans and schemes 
lies crystallized in this contention: that the verry best way to arouse 
her boys to what is the very best in life is to give them to the Lord, 
and to offer them Cal'efully supervised opportunities to serve Him in 
His house."70 

• 
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perhaps not even open to the whim of each pastor as to what can be added 

or omitted. Paul Zeller St?'odach in A Manual on Worship made the following 

statement: 

There ax-e adiaphora; but there is a time when such developments 
as the LitllX'gy, rites and ceremonies, and their symbolic 
adjuncts, may no longer be regarded as such. Rather on the 
other hand, they must be regarded as an exemplification and a 
truly confessional vitalization of the Faith. They genuinely 
are the contribution of faith working in life: they are the 
"dress" in which devout devotion presents its worship. Now 
this, --such things, --certainly cannot be adiaphora!73 

If one is ready to accept that statement as definition of ceremony, then 

caz.e must be taken by the Ch'UI'Ch in what it does with worship forms and 

ceremonies. This is true not only on the parish level (congregational 

supremacy), but even ·more on the level of who is appointed to worship 

commissions. And peraa.ps if cODDDissions fail in this point, the prerogative 

of the parish pastor and his people is definitely to leave in worship what -
worship conmissions leave out. Ceremonial forms may not be necessary fw 

salvation, but for a vital and full-bodied expression of the Faith and living 

of the Faith, they ought not be taken lightly.* 

If the opening chapter of Genesis says anything, it is the fact that 

chaos is not God's nature. From the plan of creation, to the plan of salva

tion, to the plan of the eschaton , God is in control , working toward full.ness 

in time (Galatians 4:4ff). Liturgical-Lutherans (to use that word again) 

have always used this principle in talking of the order that should be 

present in the ceremonies of worship. Paul H. D. Lang is but one of them • 

. 
*We pNsent this really as a private, tmsteady soap-box at thii time in 

history. Time may prove it wrong. But that is for time to tell. Yet it would 
seem that this is the natural outcome of what has gone before in this paper. 
The uncertainty is always present between how demanding are "shall" rubrics 
and conmissions' worship fonns, and how much freedom is to be allowed to 
individuals. 
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"God is a God of order. He is against disorder, confusion, slovenliness, 

crudeness, and ugliness. 1174 If the Gospel says anything it is that God is 

a God of love as well as of order. He does not take a club labeled "order" 

and beat the Chlll'ch over the head with it. Rathel' He "examples" His order 

within the midst of the ChUI'ch: His creation and action in Cmaist Jesus. 

In response to this, the Church sees and desires an ordered response in 

her worship. Hans Goebel in an article titled, "Wilhelm Loehe and The 

Quest for Liturgical Principle," WI'ites: "Loehe proposed two 'liturgical 

principles' to guide the Lutheran liturgical scholar; fl'eedom and love. 1175 

These can guide, without being contrary to orderliness, when God's love in 

Jesus Christ is realized fully and the freedom which that love has given 

the Church catholic to develope a worship-response system through the ages 

is recognized. 

Luther and the Subject at Hand 

Because of the part he played in the Reformation and formation of 

the LutheNm ChUI'Ch (Piepko:m's Ch'Ul'ch of the AugsbUl'g Confession), some 

attention should be given to Dr. Martin Luther's approach to the topic of 

ceremonial and the sacramentals. Luther was an interesting man of contrasts. 

In many ways, he was indifferent to any kind of "cont:rovel'sy" over things 

liturgical. 

Finally Luther's doctrinal position is reflected in his absolute 
disregard for rul.es of liturgical practice. The kind and extent 
of ceremonial usage practiced in any congregation was a matter 
of utter indifference to him. Personally, he • could not conceive 
that such accessories as incense, tapers, vestments and processions 
could affect the purpose of the service in any way as long as the 
pUI'e Word was preached.76 

Yet, when his people were ready, he did make changes,* both 11m0%'e conservative 

*For example, see his different eucharist and baptismal services. 
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and more creative" than his contemporaries. But "Luther had no time or 

inclination.to work out everry pedantic detail and could not be bothered 

with fussing over liturgical minutiae. 1177 

Perhaps the most important point for the direction of this paper is 

Luther's conservative nature. The Lutheran Refol'lllation compared with that 

of the other Reformers was conservative in that Luther felt himself to be 

reforming and not revolting nor desirous of a split. According to A. Wiemar, 

Luther was right in line with the idea that form and bodily motion in 

worship are natural. "Luther retained the customary gestures of worship as 

genuflexion, arising, folding of hands[,] making the sign of the cross, lmeel

ing. Where there is true adoration, he contended, such expressions of 

worship issue spontaneously."78 He was also of the opinion that those fOI'llls 

not contrary to the Word of God ought to be retained, and only those contrary 

were to be dropped. The historical continuity of the Church held much 

weight with him. Concerning the main service, it is said of Luther: 

The essential conservatism of Luther's doctrine of the ChUI'ch 
is seen in his liturgical conservatism. If the Church has 
always had the Spirit of God then the foI'IDS of worship long 
used by the Church are not to be lightly cast aside merely 
because they have been misused or have been covered over with 
false ideas. They are to be tested and proved by the Word of 
God. If they are pontrary to the Word of God they must be 
rejected; if not, they should be retained.79 

For the sake of orderliness, f0%'1DS were good and ceremonies necessary. As he 

wrote in a letter to the Livonians: 

Since the ceremonies or rites are not needed for the conscience 
or for salvation and yet are useful and necessary to govern the 
people externally, one must not enforce or have them accepted 
for any other reason except to maintain peace and unity between 
men.BO 

Always uppel'lllOst in Luther's mind were the gathered people of God who 

were to do the worship. In his heart he was pastoral. Luther wrote: -
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Now even though external rites and orders--such as masses, 
singing, reading, baptizing--add nothing to salvation, yet 
it is un-Christian to quarrel over such things and thereby 
to confuse the coDDDon people. We should consider the edi-
fication of the lay folk more important than our own ideas 
and opinions. 81 

But this also entails the :responsibility of making SUI'e what is done is 

really of an edifying nature and not just a concession to "save time" by 

omission, or of "making show" by commissi-on. 

Luther was not about to deny the usefulness of ceremony, especially 

in the realm of teaching and educating the people. 

That ceremonies are useful Luther admits in a letter to John 
Sutel (1581). He says "Ceremonies are not necessary to 
salvation but they are useful to move slow minds •••• For 
children and fools they are necessary, for whom they are to 
be observed." In 1523 he WZ'ites that it is not possible to 
live in the Church of God without ceremonies, but he makes 
no plea for unifoI'lllity in this.82 

As long as the people are helped in their worship by ceremonies, they are 

good. It was when ceremonies became the source and foundation of super

stition that Luther objected to them. Nothing was to be pennitted to 

stand in the way of anyone's relationship to God in Chxaist Jesus. 83 Yet 

the reality of man's sinful nature played a role. It was this nature which 

pezrverted ceremony and needed ceremony the most. 

On the other hand, Luther I'ecognized that the Christian is 
not only a righteous man, but also a sinner. His faith is 
not a static, but a F'()Wing, struggling thing. Therefore, 
he needs the daily nurture and exercise in the Word as pro
vided in the church's liturgy [Kass only?], and even though 
he might not need it for himself, he must provide it for 
others.84 

Again the people of God and their welfare come to the foreground. Their 

needs over-rule all else. Therefore, Luther could Wl'ite (though we may not 

agree with the first phrase): 

For even from the viewpoint of faith, the external oI'ders are 
free and can without scruples be changed by anyone at any 
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time, yet f?'om the 'Viewpoint of love, you aI'e not free to 
use this liheI'ty, but bound to consider the edification of 
the coDDDOn people •••• ss 

There were, however, a few things on which Luthe?' was quite negative, 

it seems. Because the influence he has had on Lutheran agenda is so g?1eat, 

often his negative opinion showed in certain rites being omitted or falling 

into disuse.86 Ull'ich S. Leupold, the late Dean of Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, 

Wl'<>te: 

In the course of reorganizing the church, Luther was also 
led to revise some of the ocassional services. He had no 
intention of creating a complete Rituale LutheI'anum, but only 
issued fomuJaries as they weI'e called for by the demands of 
parishes or by the requests of his friends and co-workers •••• 
And since he disapproved of confimation as a special service, 
he saw no need for a special order. He felt the same way 
about special ceremonies for blessings, dedications, and the 
like.87 

We would asswne this was so because of the ease with which superstition 

overtook the people in Luther's eyes and in his age. Perhaps here is where 

the difference enteI'S. If Luther's objection to sacramentals was on the 

grounds of superstition, and if it is a valid statement to say that today's 

sophisticated society is not superstitious (at least not in the same way), 

then perhaps the Lutheran ChUl'ch could well make more use of ceremonial and 

sacramentals than it has in the past. 01' to put it in Wayne Saffin's words, 

"Suffice it to say that the blessings of all sorts of things for use in the 

ChUI'Ch reverses Luther's bias against such blessings, and that in this case 
. 

the Church is l'ight and Luther is wrong." Saffin continues by saying what 

has been said all along in this paper, that "created things shaped by man's 

hands to the gloey of God need to be blessed in a ChUX'ch which affirms the 

goodness of CI'eation in se?'Vice of God. 1188 

The other half of this, for Lutherans, would be the need of the user to 

dedicate 01' consecrate himself to the propel' use of the object blessed. As 
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George U. Wenner Wl'Ote in the Memoizas of the Lutheran Liturgical Association: 

For LutheI'ans, '!the creat\1%'8 did not need any sanctification to accomplish 

the object for which God had Cl'eated it. But men needed sanctification and 

this could be attained only by the Word of God and by prayer. 1189 Luther's 

negative attitude was valid historically considered. The validity of this 

approach for the Church today seems doubtful, at least to us. The Church, 

rather than falling hack from the fight and not doing ceremony for fear of 

W?'ong use, must tum and take the offensive, making positive use of all 

ceremonies and sacramentals to edify the people of God and to give glory 

to Almighty God. 



CHAPTER III 

THE HOW OF CEREMONIAL IN THE SACRAMENTALS 

The Pastor's and Server's (Assistant's) Role 

When we talk of the "how" of doing c8I'emony, we aN talking of the 

actions of people. The people most obviously doing actions aI'e the clergy 

and those laymen serving as representatives of the people of God in the 

doing of the rite. Of these people and their actions, Walter Howard F?'ere 

wrote: 

Any one who is performing an official ministry in public 
worship can hardly count as an individual: his individuality 
must rightly be, to a very large extent, sunk in his office 
and ministry; and he must speak, move, and act as the servant 
of the whole body.1 

In a very real way, they lose their individuality and identity as specific · 

people. They become in turn a sign of the actions of the entire Body of 

Christ assembled. They are not to stick out like sore thumbs in the per

formance of their duties. Tb8I'efore, it is a definite part of their 

training and responsibility to learn well the tasks. 

The truth no doubt lies in the old La.tin maxim: Summa ars 
celare artem, 'Art is at its highest when it is ·not noticeable.' 

The a?'b of ceremonial proficiency, be it in good manners or 
in good habits or in good drill or in good religious ceremonial, 
is best exemplified when it is most concealed,--when the best 
rules have been so well acquired and assimilated that they have 
become, as we say, 'a second nature.' Then the action so 
readily takes effect in the way which experience or propriety 
has laid down, that it is in this sense of the word 'natUI'al.' 
But this involves a full knowledge and a zealous practice of 
the rules of the ceNmonial in question •••• 2 

Only in this way will the pastor and his assistants be doing their proper 

job-, as well as helping the people worship more fully. Attention will not 

center on them as leaders, hut on the Leader. 



More specifically, on . the pastor 

rests the responsibility of· intel'pret~g and dh-ecti~g the 
worship of his people. 

To interpret faithfully he must Jcnow·what he is doi~g; why 
he is doing it; with what he is doi_ng it; how· to do and to 
use properly. This in turn he must teach to others. Then 
only is he in a position.to control the function·of·worship 
and to hal'IDOnize it with the expression.the Church gives to 
it and not as some others may want it. 3 · 
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His role again appears to be wider than just an individual either desirous 

of doing things his own way, or one who is to be pushed around at the whim 

of some of the people he is serving. As pastor, he is also a teacher. So 

Arthur Carl Piepkorn is able to ask another devastating question. "Are we 

justified in assuming that by not telling our people how to do these things, 

we are instruct~g them adequately?"4 A definite part of "telling" is 

showing. Thus everry movement and action of the pastor has a specific 

plll'pose: helping the coDDDunity to worship. Thus his speaking is distinct 

and unaffected. His movements aI'e done with a worship-oriented attitude. 

His total personality at the time of leading worship takes on an air of 

propriety. 5 This does not mean, however, that a stilted manner or a 

hypocritical manner is used. Rather, a manner is used which will direct 

eyes God-ward and not leader-ward. 

Not only is the pastor a leader, but he is a proclaimer as well. Luther 

in his "Concerning the Order of Public Worship" wrote in speak~g of the 

Hours that at every_ gather~g of the community, "'the preachi_ng of God's 

Word and prayer" should be present, even if it is veey brief.6 These words 

have an interesti~g th1:ng to say about the use of saCl'amentals. They, too, 

should have proclamation (unless, perhaps, they immediately precede or follow 

the main service of.worship which would normally have a sermon). In the end, 

the.pastor should take his role very seriously. For he "is responsible for 
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his people's approach to God. He is responsible for the way he does or 

does not lead them there; and, in so far as he is able t~ guide and inspire 

and teach, he is responsible for what they do and bring!"' 

While laymen assisting in worship is a ver.ry old tradition,B there is 

difference of opinion as to whether it should be a role filled by young 

boys or by men. Some feel that boys can be used under the stipulation 

that they be baptized and serious both in their faith and about their duties.9 

On the other hand, Piepkom10 and Adrian FoI'tesque11 both suggest that the 

best is to have more mature adult men assisting. Piepkom probably does 

the best job of summing up the ideal situation: 

Boys probably make their maximum contribution to worship as 
choristers rather than servers , and should be used in the 
latter capacity only on weekdays, at minor services, and in 
those roles at the chief parochial service for which grown 
men are not available.12 

More of a distinction might well be made 1 if we suggest that older men be 

used for the more important roles in assisting and young men and boys be 

used for lesser roles of responsibility. Piepkom lists the traditional 

taslcs of "lay assistants." The number of them is so varied that different 

ages could well be used, thus emphasizing even more clearly that the entire 

conmunity is at worship. 

They carried tapers[,] censer, and processional crucifix in 
processions (out-of-doors we find them carrying -torches and 
bells) • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
They held the officiant's book at baptisms, marriages, and 
other rites when it was inconvenient for him to hold the book 
himself, and ministered those articles which he required for 
the administration of the rite •••• 13 

Whatever the ~ge of the assistants, they definitely must be well trained. 

If we are of the mind that an untrained pastor can detract from worship, how 

much more will an untrained server detract7 It would be especially evident 



if the pastor knew his own role well. It must be remembered that this 

traini_ng is to lead to the requµ:-ed tasks be~ng performed natUl'ally. 

A remark by Martinucci about the behaviour of.servers in 
church may be noted· with advant_age here: "They should avoid 
too much precision or.affectation~ or such a bearing as 
befits soldiers on· parade rather· than chlll'Chmen·. ·They must 
certainly do it gravely and regularly; but if they behave 
with too punctilious a uniformity the sacred functions look 
theatrical. 1114 

The Worshipping People of God 
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These, too, have a definite I'ole, just as important as that of the 

clergy and assistants, in the action of worship. We started this chapter 

by saying that the role of the clergy was one of servanthood for the entiI'e 

Body of Christ.1 This implies that the Body is the most important function

ary in worship. Aftm' all, it is theix- action of worship. The words of 

Frere might well make a good motto: "Liturgical worship must be 

co-operative and corporate. 1115 If the ChUX'ch is serious when she speaks 

of herself as a coDDDunity, then this statement is a must, especially when 

talking of the "how" of cel'8Dl0nial. 

Since the chUI'ch's worship is done by the clergy and laity 
together, it is important that all members of the chUI'ch 
learn to know the rubrics and carry out the worship in 
accol'dance with the rubrics. It should not be necessm'Y 
for an officiant to direct the congregation during a worship 
service.16 

The laity have the responsibility to learn the actions of WOI'ship so that 

their concentration is not on the "how" but on the Who. Corporateness also 

requires mutual involvement in new ceremonia1 as it is added to the services. 

If the woI'ship is the people's, then undeI'standing of ceremonial is 

necessary for them.17 Piepkorn is so convinced of this that he writes: 



Retained by the Lutheran Refomers was that fundamental 
conception of lit'll:l'gical worship as "a concerted act of 
adoration· in which evel'Yone, from bishop to neophyte, should 
have something to do, · in word, gest\lI'e, movement, chant or 
se?'Vice," of.which Fl'e!'e says that "without doubt this is 
the only true ideal of. Christian worship. 1118 
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Since it is their worship, the people have a ?Ole to play. Thus Loehe 

was to say in the introduction to his Haus-Schul-Und Kirchenbuch, volume II, 

that things become holy thI'ough their use for holy purposes by the holy hands 

and hearts of the people of God, so that the will of God might be fulfi11ed. 19 

So it is not only permissible, but necessary to make use of laymen in the 

doing of worship in the sacramentals, as well as in the Eucharist. They 

are to be made use of as se?'Vers, readers, etc. in order to emphasize the 

priesthood of all believers, whatever their age, "as long only as all things 

are done decently and in order. 1120 In this light, Frere's words make great 

· and lasting sense: "Each person so fa%' as possible should contribute some

thing to the whole; each lesson should have a fresh person assigned to read 

it, each respond a fresh person to sing it •••• 1121 

A Lutheran Perspective 

It is hal'd to pin down a Lutheran perspective on the "how" of -
ceremonial in the sacramentals. If we look to the past, we see that 

The oldest liturgical records and books, in particular the 
sacramentaries, contain prayer-texts, but hardly any instructions 
("l'Ubrics") as to how the litUI'gy itself is to be perfoI'llled. 
As the li1urgy became ever more elaborate, the need was felt, 
especially in the greater churches, for such directions 
(ordines), in which the order of liturgical action was laid 
down.22 

We find that the reformation in Gel'IJlally brought chaos and that "almost 

every centre of importance had its own Kirchen-OX'dung. 1123 On top of this, 

there were verry few rubrics given on the "how" of the ceremonial. "It was 
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simply taken fo~· granted that both cle~gy and laity would know what to do 

and would continue the practice of the same ceremonial which they had before 

the RefoI'Jllation. In other words, when no di:I1ecti~s were given, the tradi

tional rites and ceremonies would be continued. 1124 

In 1906, George u. Wenner wrote for the Lutheran Lit'Ul'gical Association: 

With reference to the dedication of bells, pulpits, organs, 
altars, fonts and cemetaries, the same principles governed 
the Lutherans as in the dedication of churches. Whenever such 
objects were dedicated, the service consisted in their public 
presentation and use, and in supplicating the blessing of God 
upon their use and upon those who should use them. This was a 
very different thing from the Roman practice of consecrating 
these articles in the Mass, for the purpose of communicating 
to them some spiritual efficacy.25 

Again, there seems to be a lack of ceremonial, and just a simple prayer of 

blessing was employed and the object was put to use imnediately. Regarding 

Wenner's last sentence, it is interesting to note that in the present agenda 
• 

used by the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, ~y of the sacramentals are to 

take place within the main service of worship (or at very least within some 

service of worship). In the light of Wenner's fear and in sympathy with the 

thought that baptisms, for example, could well be placed before the main 

service, perhaps the same ought to be done with the sacramentals, thus not 

breaking up the unity of the Eucharist. 

More and DlOl'e today serious thought is being given to the common heritage 

all three "liturgical" chUI'ches in the West have. Frere says: 

The ceremonial of the Church of to-day is the result of the 
experience of many centuries; and we az,e thus led to give 
great value to any traditions which can show the cha.X'acter of 
peI'Dlclnence. Similarly, we note that a considerable part of 
the ceremonial of the Catholic ChUI'ch is in essentials 
cODDDon to all the divergent rites at present in use in 
different places; and where customs agree in spite of difference 
of surroundings, we are again led to give them special 
consideration and reverence.26 
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Paul H. D. Lc1:11g says, "This means that when we have no specific rubrical 

directions, we follow chU%'ch tradition and do not decide the matter 

al'bitrarily. 1127 Chal'les McClean in .The Conduct of the Se?'Vices supports 

Fl'81'e and Lang when he Wl'Ote in 1970, "The symbolical books themselves 

appeal to non-Lutheran usage in cases whel'e such usage is not contrary to 

the gospel and where it fmrthers the piety and devotion of the people 

(Apology of the AugsbUl'g Confession XXIV 6,93). 1128 For Lutherans, the 

present usage is to be based on what was done in the West at the time of 

the Reformation, when no other X'Ubrics are given. 29 While all of this may 

be on paper, what actually happens in a specific parish is usually up to 

the personal feeling of the loca1 pastor. So Val'ious "Lutheran" approaches 

to doing or not doing ceremony and/or the sacramentals are seen. 

What does all of this say for the Lutheran perspective of the future? 

It must be said that any cere111>nial used is to help bring out cleal'ly and 

with dignity "the meaning of the rite. 1130 The ceremonies and how they al'e 

done must continually be tested to make sure they are appropriate as the 

times change. 

Three things must be gua?'ded against: the reintroduction of 
certain medieval foms which, while impressive, contradict 
evangelical und~rstanding of the nature of the primal'Y elements 
(attempts to invest some of these with new symbolic meaning are 
not always convincing); the reintroduction of ceremonies which 
no longer have relevance in the cultural sphere of discourse; 
and the investing of utilitcll'ian acts C!,•i.· lighting and snuffing 
of candles) with a pomp all out of proportion to their impor
tance--ceremony for its own sake. As in the case with language, 
a balance must be achieved.31 

Eugene Brand is s:uggesting that Lutherans dare not be so bound to the past 

that they fail to speak to the present and future when they arl'ive. To be 

truly Lutheran is to have all thi~gs aid in getting the Gospel spread, in 

edifying the people of God, and in getting the people's response to be 

God-directed. McClean writes: 



Unthinking bondage to historic precedent is, of course, deadening. 
Besides," a reading of the numerous rites of· Christendom would · 
quickly show that one could find precedent for almost anything 
he would want to do. · This, then, implies that in appealing ·to 
historic precedent, we must also consider historic consen·sus--in 
so far as that exists--and the intrinsic meaningfulness of a 
usage. Lutherans will in most cases give greatest weight to 
Lutheran precedent, in this way visibly asserting Lutheran con
fessional identity.32 
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What will be the future of a Lutheran perspective on the subject of 

ceremonial in the sacramentals is best sUDDDed up by Charles M. Jacobs in an 

essay written for the Lutheran Liturgical Association. 

If liturgical practice needs regulation let it be governed by 
a few safe rules. 1) No accessory of the liturgy should be 
used unless it has a cleax- meaning. 2) That meaning must be 
understood by the cong?'egation; 3) must bear directly upon the 
interpretation of the liturgy, and 4) must be consistent with 
Lutheran doctrine. Uniformity of practice cannot be enforced, 
nor is it desirable, since the varying needs and circumstances 
of different congregations call for diversity of administration. 33 

In many ways this is what Lutherans have always been saying. We would add 

on1y one caution to Jacob's words. Care should be taken far- the history 

and continuity of the Church. Especially in these days of ecumenism, there 

is a necessity of respecting and working together with all Christians to 

achieve the g?'eater glory of God. 

Some General Rubrics 

Only a few cements will be made in this area. We do not want to 

duplicate what McClean's work has as general rubrics. These would apply, 

of coUI'se, not only to eucharistic ceremonial, but also to the ceremonial 

of all worship in the ChUl'ch. Only in a few instances will duplication 

take place in order to make sure our point is clear. Lang defines xrubric 

as "'a dil'ection, rule or s~ggestion as to how a service or the parts of a 

service axae to be carried out. 1134 He goes on to list three types: 



A "shall" I'Ubztic orders someth~ng to be done and allows for 
no alternative •••• 

A "may" rubric pemits another action and leaves the matter 
optional. But ordinaJ:1ily, what is s:uggested is to be pre
fe?Ted •••• 

A "should" l'Ubric indicates more stro:ngly the prefewed action.35 

Reverence is the main and overarching pI'inciple in all ceremonial. 

"Restl'aint and reserve" a?'e its "marks. 1136 Reverence is both for persons 

and for things involved in the worship which the ChUI'Ch gives to God. "A 

large part of the ceremonial of the clergy and others who minister in 

church may be defined as honorific in character; it arises from religious 

politeness or is designed to show respect. 1137 Thus persons of higher rank 

are honored by those of lower in processions, seating, and bowing.SB There 

is also the principle of simplicity. 

While stress should be laid upon the reverent and beautiful 
in public worship, there must be no tendency toward 
ostentatious display and show, either by the use of bizarre, 
home-made ceremonies, or by the use of traditional forms in 
a flamboyant manner. Such latter procedm-e will invaz,iably 
violate both the rubrics and the canons of good taste. There 
is great virtue in decent simplicity.39 

This is not to favor barrenness, but "showy" reverence even in secular 

affairs is in poor taste. So for the sake of reveNnce, "ceremonial demands 

harmony and proportion. 1140 Expanding on this, Lang_ suggests: 

When two or more are doing an action together, for example, 
walking, reading, bowing, genuflecting, kneeling, good form 
requires their doing it at the same rate of time and manner 
of action. But while the action should be smooth and unifo11111, 
it should remain devotional and I'everent and not give the 
impression that it is a "pe?'formance. 1141 

Besides Nverence to persons, La_ng has moved us into the area of reverence 

for things, especially for the pla~e where the worship action happens. 

"Good taste demands a devout and reverent bearing in keeping with the 

character of the place."42 So Paul Zeller St?'odach is able to say 
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forcefully, "Place every sanctity about holy thi:ngs. The church is intended 

for, dedicated to, one all important purpose. It is hol.y in this use and in 

this only! Reverence here in conduct and demeanor is not a demand to be 

criticized. 1143 

The main motions of the head and body are that of bowing at various 

places in the rite. Lang suggests head bows to those who u-e superiol's,44 

and at the words, "And with thy spirit. 1145 He suggests a body bow when 

facing the altar for the Gloria Patri.46 A body bow or genuflecting is 

for "expressing reverence to God" when entering or leaving a chUI'ch or 

chancel, and to the crucifix when it is in pI'Ocession.45 Eisenhofer and 

Lechner in The Liturgy of the Roman Rite speak of the rules for baring the 

head • . 

The liturgical rules lay down that the head must be uncovered 
dUl'ing prayer, in ·accordance with the words of the Apostle 
[1 Corinthians 11:4], and also as a sign of veneration or to 
show deference to superiors. On the other hand it is the rule 
to ?'emain covered when pe?'fOI'IDing official acts that are mainly 
authoritative in nature.47 

General rubrics for the hands include joining and folding them over 

the bNBSt 1 palms together and fingers ext~nded* when not in use. When 

one hand is occupied, the other rests flat on the breast, palm down. When 

seated, hands are flat on the knees, palms down. When praying, the hands 

are extended, being rejoined at the conclusion of the prayer. In all of this, 

the action should be uniform.49 The other major action for the hands is the 
.. 

signing of the Holy Cross. 11When the Church bl.eases and consecrates, she 

"The Anglicans beg to differ: !'When your hands are not otherwise 
occupied, it is best to keep them just linked in front of you at waist 
level, but do not poke tour fingers fOZ'Ward--an attitude which is neither 
natural nor beautiful." 8 



makes the S_ign of the Cross; it is the sign of OU?' redemption. Holy water 

is also very often used in bless~gs.1150• The s_ign should be made neither 

"too ~ge" nor·too· clramatic. "It should be done easily,_ gracefully, and 

X'everently. 1151 It should be done with the "open ~ight hand. 1152 

Genel'al rubrics for · the feet include being flat on the floor, not 

crossed, when seated, and "when the clergy and their assistants in the 

chancel are not serving in fI'ont of the altal', their usual position is to 

face nol'th or south. 1153 When walking. it should be done "erect, at a 

medilDll pace, and without looking around. 1154 When at the altaI' and at any 

time of standing still, the feet should be set squarely and the weight 

distributed evenly. When tlmning at the altar always t1lZ'n towards the centez, 

when at either hol'll; 55 this applies also when the person is on the north 

OI' south side of the chancel. 

The people, too, have some general rubrics. "In the ch'Ul'Ch 1s worship 

it is a J.audable custom to CZ'OSS OUI'selves at the beginning and end of all 

seI'Vices •••• 1156 It is respectful to stand when the clergy enter the place 

of worship,57 and if not already standing to do so as they leave. The 

Ceremonial for the Office of the Book of Hours has some good things to say, 

appl.icahle to the worshipping Chztistian community, even though directed toward 
' 

monastic usage. One should stand for prayer, except if it is one ·of suppli

cation, then kneel. Sit for psalms (standing for the Gloria Patri). Sit and 

listen, do not "follow the hooks with yolll' eyes," during the Readings from 

Scripture. If ChI'ist speaks .in the Gospel, then stand and face the Reader. 

*We shall not discuss the .use of holy water among Lutherans since we 
are using the touchstone of simplicity as one of.our basic premises. It 
may well be that it is a doc:lge. But time and energy do not permit the 
depth discussion that this· topic would requh-e. 



These s:uggestions "depend somewhat upon material conditions, the 

~angement of the places in particular." The CeN1110nial continues: 

47 

"It is therefore fOZ' . the Superior· of each Cominunity to modify, with 

regaro to local customs or necessities, the ceremonies indicated here. 11 58 

It might be well to add that one need only substitute "pastor" for 

"Superior" to have a good general rubric for the purposes of this paper. 



CHAPTER IV 

A DESCRIPTION OF CEREMONIAL IN SOME SELECTED SACRAMENTALS 

Based on what has been said in Chapters I-III and Appendixes A and B, 

this chapter will give proposed additional rubrics for ceNmonial in some 

sacramentals. The rite of the sacramentals will be from the Agenda used 

by the Lutheran Chlll'ch-Missouri Synod. The text of the rubrics in the 

Agenda is in italics. Walter Howard Frere wrote, "It may easily happen in 

course of time that interpretative ceremonial may cease to interpret, just 

as utilitarian ceremonia1 may cease to have any utility; and a question 

arises as to its retention in the altered circumstances •••• 111 What do 

we do with change in the a:rea of ceremonial for the sacramentals? This 

chapter seeks to provide a beginning answer. The words of Jaroslav 

Pelikan are significant, when he says that "in a liturgical discussion 

we need to remind ourselves of the limited and conditional character of 

al1 historical forms and of the necessity for new forms. 112 But note that 

the foI'lll we shall be dealing with in this chapter is only the ceremonial, 

the rubrics, and not the rite (text) itself. 

Introductoey Ceremony* 

The normal place for vesting for any service is in the sacristy. But 

lacking a sacristy, tradition admits to laying the vestments "on the north 

side of the altar" and vesting there. 3 Following the vest~ng and just prior 

to entering the chancel. or formi~g for procession, a bless~g may be given. 

*See also Appendix B. Details on vestments, incense, and processions 
are here. In this section we are dealing only with the rubrics. 
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Arthur Carl Piepkom Wl'Ote, "The custom of celebrant and server(s) offering 

prayer t~gether before leav~g the· sacristy for · the al tar, like the custom 

of the celebrant pronounc~ng a sacristy bless~g upon.the server(s), is a 

laudable one."4 

The Ceremony for . the Sacramentals 

The Order for THE DEDICATION OF A CHURCH (Agenda. p. 157)* 

At the dsdiaation of a ahta'ah., the Ministez-., togethez, with 
assisting Ministez-s., and the Congztegation., may hotd a vate
diatoey seztViae at the fomez, ptaae of woz,ship. 

Since this is a time of celebration, the moN ceremony that is present 

will help to emphasize the joy and importance of the event. Thus other 

clergy should be invited to take part in the service, possibly as assistants 

but most certainly in procession. This might well include the presence of 

*A few comments might be helpful, in order to put some histoz-ical 
perspective on this rite. From earliest times the dedication rite has 
been simple and left open for the bishop to do as he pleased.5 This is 
attested to by the vagueness of the rubrics in the early dedication rites. 6 
Duchesne notes that "about the middle of the sixth century the Roman Church 
had not yet a ritual for the dedication of chlll'ches. A church was dedicated 
by the simple fact that Mass had been solemnly said within it. 117 Yet it 
should be not.ed that "notwithstanding the fact that the idea prevailed at 
Rome that the sanctity of the Church arose entirely from the divine Sacrifice 
therein offered, in practice, however, there w3s felt the need of some 
accidental and preparatory sanctification ••• " The overly simplistic 
nature of ceremony which we see in the Agenda's dedication rite for churches 
and other objects is both imediately noticeable and perhaps regretable when 
compared with other Lutheran rites. But it fits in well with George Wenner's 
description of a Lutheran point of view on the subject. 

The Rituale Rolilanmn places the dedication of chUI'ches under 
the heading of Benedictions. The Anglican books call the 
act a Con'secration. The Methodists call it a Dedication. 

Lutherans repudiate the idea of a special sanctity of churches. 
They deny that they are moz-e holy than any other place on· 
eartb.9 

Wenner continues with an example from Luther himself: 
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the District President as the "bishop." In such a case, the local pastor 

may wish to defer· to him the :rubrics des_ignated for "the Minister." (If 

this is not· done, a s_ignificant role still o_ught to b~ given him, as well 

as the seat of highest honor in the church and place of ~ighest honor in 

the procession.) So also the people should be gathered in force, inviting 

other congregations to join in the celebration.* 

!/!hen the Ninistez,, with the assembZed Congz,egation, sha1,1, 
pmoeed to t1ie dool' of the new ohu.Z'oh, the ohu:z,oh offioez,s 
bea.zting the Bibte and sa.ol'ed vesseis and t'he Congz'egation 
singing a Hymn. · 

This should, of course, be done vested (in the color of the Day or 

white) and in procession. (See Appendix B. Follewing the cle~gy or mixed 

choir, if one is present, should be the church officers if dressed in lay 

clothing, the builder, and local government officials.) If the distance 

between the sites is too great and automobiles are needed, the procession 

should form at one corner of the new site, and after all have arrived fl:om 

the old site, the procession should begin. According to an eighteenth 

The early Lutheran Agrnda therefore contained no f0%'111B for 
church dedications. See last of Smalcald Articles] (Perhaps 
also because there were no chU?'ches to dedicate.) But in the 
year 1546 Luther himself dedicated a church. He coDDDenced 
the Service with the following address: 

'My dear friends, we are now about to bless this house and 
dedicate it to our Lord Jesus Christ. This duty devolves 
not only upon me but you also are to take hold of the sprinkl.er 
and censer so that this house may be consecrated •••• , After 
the prayer he preached a sermon ••• and closed with these words: 
• ••• And now dea:E' fztiends, since you have helped sprinkle it with 
the real holy water -of God's Word, take hold of the censer, that 
is prayer, and let us call upon God ••• ' And this was the dedication. 10 

*It was "especially remarkable the immense concourse of the faithful and 
of bishops who usually took part in them [consecration of churches after "Con
stantine's Peace."] 'It was a splendid and consoling spectacle,' says Eusebius, 
'to see the solenm consecrations of Christian churches and oratories ••• a spec
tacle rendered still more imposing and worthy of res~ect because honoured by 
the presence of the bishops of the whole province.'" 1 
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century Saxon dedication the procession shoul~ go aI'OUnd the new buildi~g.12 

It, no doubt, was a remnant of when bishops went around the exterior walls 

aspers~g them with holy water~13 · So that the rest of· the rite continues 

smoothly, those carry~ng the Bible and sacred vessels should follow immediately 

the Minister (or bishop) with the highest rank, and precede the rest of the 

congregation. The alternative would be to have the chUl'ch officers who are 

bearing vested as servers and carrying the objects following the C?'Ucifer. 

A good hynm for procession might be "Christ, Thou Az-t the SUI'e Foundation," 

(TUI 466). 14 

At the dooze of the new ohuztoh the Ninisteze s'ha.1,1, say: 

With the procession as lo~g as it might be, the Minister would not be 

directly at the door, though certainly in fttont of it zteady to proceed in. 

However, for the next rubztic to be completed, the Minister and builder or 

1:X'Ustee will have to be at the door. This is pezthaps best facilitated 

during the singing of the hynm: when the door has been reached by the 

thurifer, the Minister and his assistant ( If the highest ranking clergy 

needs one as a "book-boy" and neithez, the server noz, deacon in procession 

1-3 do it, the assistant may process at the left of the Minister.) go to 

the door accompanied by the builder or trustee who was iDDDediately behind 

the clergy in procession. The prayer shall be said facing the north15 

with hands apart and joined for the conclusion. The assistant holds the 

book and stands at the Minister's left. The Minister's head is uncovered. 

!/!hen s'ha.1,1, ths keys be handed to the MinisteP by the bu.i,1,deze 
oz- by one of the tz,ustees of t'fie o'h,,atoh~ and t1ie Ministeze 
s'ha:1,1,, say: 

(A1:.Seman agenda has ~ good practise at this point. The key is given 

to the bishop, and the bishop gives the key to the local pasior.16 It does 
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not take much th~ught to see this be~ng done with the Minister and the 

District President.) Hold~g the keys in one hand, the other flat on his 

bI'east, the minister begins the words, "Ou?' Help ••• " At the phI'ase "I 

heNwith open" he unlocks the dooi:- . and a church council member opens it. 

The council member might well be vested as a server assisting the Minister, 

or a lay-m,essed man making SUl'e the people of the congregation get into 

the church and its pews for the inside service. At the naming of the 

'l'I'iune God, the Minister makes the sign of the Holy Cross in the usual 

manner as a blessing over the doorway. 

~ door having been unZoaksd by t'lis Ministez- and opened by 
a membezt of the Chul'ah Council,~ one of the fot7,0"1ing Psa'tms 
may be said Nsponsi:1JeZy: Psauns 84~ 100~ 188: o-z, t1ie 
Minister, ma.y BeqJ: 

The "may" rubrics he~e seem general enough that both the Minister's 

"Lift Up Your Heads" and a psalm might be used respectively. The words 

of the Minister would be said outside the doors and the psalm or psalms 

during the procession into the church. Again this whole pazrt is a simpli

fied (dare we say "sn-ipped down") form of a fuller weste:m rite as described 

in Ritual. Notes, an Anglican book on ceremoniai.17 The Minister and people 

bow at the Gloria Patri; the psalm(s) might well be said responsively: the 

antiphon by a cantor, the clergy and choir saying the verses and the congre

gation responding after each with the antiphon, repeating the antiphon again 

after the Gloria. 

The Ninistez-~ with the Congz-egation, s'ha,1,1, t1ien entel' the 
ohu.l'tJh. Having oome to the ohanaeZ, t1ie Ministel' and -his 
assistants s'ha.Zt entezt the sanatual'y. ffie membe:rs of t1&e 
Chu.rah Counoit, standing at the entz,ance of the ohanoe1,, 
shaZZ give t1ie Bi,b1,e and the sa.meed vessels into the hands 
of t'he Minister,, who sha1,1, put them in theiz- poz,per p1,aoe. 
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The procession proceeds to the chancel, the Minister hav.i:ng :r-etunied 

to his place in the procession~ or·havi~g waited· immediately inside the 

doors fox- his place to reach him. Upon reach~ng the chancel, the thurifer, 

CI'Ucifer, taperers stand until the_ guest cle_rgy, choir, and c~ngr_egation 

take their places. They the~ go to theirs. The Min·ister and his assistants 

(lay or guest clergy) enter the chancel while those with the vessels come 

forward to the foot of the chancel. (If vested, they remain waiti:ng at 

the foot of the chancel, making way for the Minister and his assistants 

to get through into the sanctuary.) The Minister turns to receive the 

sacred vessels and Bible from the bearers. They are to be put in their 

proper places (preferab~y credence tables until objects on which they 

belong are blessed). It is unrealistic to expect that only the presiding 

Minister should receive and place the vessels and Bible. Use could well 

be made of the assistants (cle?'gy) at this point. After the placing, the 

assistants retUI'D to their proper places and the council members to theirs; 

the Minister and his assistant go to the center of the chancel. 

!'hen shall the Ministe:t' say: 

He faces the congregation. He then goes to his place. If he be the 

bishop, to the north side,15 if just the local pastor, to his regular place. 

He sits and the congregation follows suit. 

!I'hen shaZZ be sung a Hymn. 

Veni C?'eator Spiritus is s~ggested:18 "Come, Holy Ghost, Creator 

Bleat" (TLH 233) or "Creator Spirit, by Whose Aid'~' (TLH 236). In both 

cases the ~ngregation rises for the doxo~ogical stanza. 

!'hen sha1,1, fotto111 the OZ.de%' of the Moming Sewice~ begi,nning 
with the 'PPBpa:t'ation. 
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This is an unfoI'tunate rubI'ic. Because matched with a late?' one, it 

allows foI'.the mix3:Dg of the Order·of· Morn~ng Se!'Vice and the Order of the 

Holy Conmrunion. It is prefeI'able, of co'UI'se, that the communion lit'll:1'gy be 

used. Accol'ding to the GeneI'al Rubrics, if the communion lit~gy is used, 

it "shall be used in its entirety.1119 It is also preferable that the 

objects within the chUI'ch not be used until they have been dedicated (e.g. 

the lectern and pulpit); thus the dedication I'ite should completely precede 

the IntI'Oit or Preparation. The other .option would be that the undedicated 

object not be used for the first part of the order of sel'Vice which precedes 

the dedication rite. If the principle that use of the object dedicates it 

is accepted, then there is no need for the prayers later in the rite which 

specifically dedicate each object. 

Befoz,e. the Nading of the Bpist1,e fort the Day, one of the 
fott014ing Soztiptu:re Lessons ma.y be r,ead.: 1 Kings 8:1-13; 
1 Kings 8:BB-BO; 1 Ch:zton. B0:1-BO; Psalm ?B; Psaun 84; 
Psaun 12B; Psalm 138; Heb. 10:19-BS. 

This "may" I'Ubric is best omitted and the Old Testament lesson for the 

Day z-ead instead, unless the propers fox- Dedication aX'e used in place of the 

ones for the Day. Those psalms which would duplicate ones read for the 

procession entering the chUZ'ch ought not be read again at this point. 

·COLLECP 

While this is out of place where it is listed, one of the col1ects may 

well be used following the collect for the Day. But if the Dedication propers 

aX'e used, it is peI'haps best omitted. 

PRAYER AF'J!ER PBE SERMON AND OFJ!ERPORY 

One of these may be added to the ~eneral Prayer at the point of the 

intercessions. 
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PHE ACP OF DEDICAPION 

The first pX'aye?' should be said from· the Minister·'s place, if dUl'ing 

the communion litlll'gy, and :from.the bottom·of.the chancel steps if before 

the se?'Vice. An assistant holds the book at the Minister's left. The 

thur.if8X', crucifer, and two tapere:E's may well precede them thro~gbout the 

dedication ceremony, standing behind the Minister when the object to be 

blessed is reached. The sign of the Cl'oss is made at the Name of the Holy 

Tl'inity. The Minister and assistant then proceed to the altar foI' the 

DEDICAPION OP PHE ALPAR 

and the 

PRAYER 

At the words, "altcll' to the gloey of Thy name," the sign of the Cross 

may be made over the five CI'OSses carved in the mensa, with or without 

chrism, depending on the paraish's practise. The "Amen" response is properly 

the congregation's. If the altar cloths have not been put on before the 

service they should be placed at this point by servers (assistants) before 

the Ministez- moves with the procession to the pu1pit foI' the 

DEDICAPION OF !/!BE PULPIP 

and the 

PRAYER 

At the words, "Bless this pulpit, that false doctz,ine" the s_ign of 

the Czl9ss may be made. The procession then moves to the center of the 

chancel for the 

DEDICAPION OP Al/PAR VESSELS AND CANDELABRA 
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This is done only if the objects are new and have not been used 

before. Aftex- these words and the open~g p~agl'aph of the 

PRAYER 
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they proceed to the baptismal font and its ornaments on a table next to it. 

At the words "we do consecrate" and the na~g of the objects, the s_ign of 

the CI'oss may be made over them. At the end of paragl'aph fo'UI' of the 

pMyer, the Minister and procession go to the credance and at the words 

"we do consecrate" and the naming of the sacred vessels for Holy Communion, 

the sign of the Cross is made. For the last three paragraphs, they go to 

the candlesticks and in the same manner dedicate them. The Minister rejoins 

his hands at the conclusion of each prayer throughout the rite and at the 

general conclusion of the dedication. Otherwise, his hands are open, or one 

is making the sign of the Cross while the other lies flat on the breast. 

The dedication rite concluded, 

The SePViae shall then oontinue to the al.ose aaooztding to the 
Ozedez, of the Moming SeZ'Vice or the Oz,dez, of the Hol.y Cormnm.ion 
if Bo l.y Corrmunion is ce Zeb:rated 14i th t'fie dsdioatoey e:x:ez-oises. 

Preferably, the Order of the Holy Conununion is used and the necessary 

assistants for the parish's celebration join the Minister at the altar, 

after he has gone to the sacristy, removed his cope and put on eucharistic 

vestments; or if these are not used in the parish, only removed his cope. 

The Order for THE DEDICATION OF A BELL (Agenda. p. 175) 

'l'he Form given betow 1llfl1I be used in pl.ace of., oz, 't(,gethez, "1i.th., 
the Pl-ayezt after the Sezrmon in a z,egu"La:z, Moming Se'PIJioe. 
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This "may" ?'Ubl'ic would all.ow the pI'efeITed practise of the blessing 

OI' dedication of.bells to take place befol'e the main service of Holy 

Conmnmion, I'athel' than within it. So that the bell{s) may be used in the 

se?'Vice of dedication, it is necessary that it be h1.1:11g in the towel' before 

the blessing. The service may be conducted fl'om· eithel' within or without 

the church building. If it pI'ecedes the Eucharist, the blessi~g might well 

begin with the Trinitarian Invocation and the sign of the Cross made indi

vidually; the people z,esponding with "Amen." Positions might be as follows: 

INSIDE OUTSIDE 

Altar Tower with bell(s) 

Congregation 

Taperer Crucifer Taperer 
Ministel' 

ThUE'ifel' Assistant 

CONGREGATION 

·rh,e fottowi:ng SonptUNs mail be used as Lessons befozae t'he 
Nading of the Epistle fol' the Day: Rum. 10:1-10; Psalm 100. 
Phe Sel'f'llOn should have -z,efeNnce to t'he signifioanoe of belts 
in eocZesia.sticat usage. As te:x:ts may be used, e.g., Rum. 10:2; 
Ps. 9S:6-8; Matt. 28:4; l Coz,. 13:1. 

Since the Agenda seems to follow the pI'inciple of all things bei~g 

hallowed by God's Wol'd and pI'ayer, it would be appropriate to have one of 

these s~ggested lessons {or anothe~) read at this point. Thfacould well 

be done by a lay readel' OI' one of the assistants. If the rite is used in 

the midst of the coDDDunion seI'Vice, these lessons should not replace the 

Old Testament Lesson for the Day. A brief homily by the Minister may 
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follow. While it may refer to the u~age of bells, it should be short and 

not replace the homily of the Eucharist on.the theme of the Day. Followi~g 

the homily, 

ffie Ministe11 may say: 

He faces the co~gregation. The 11Beloved in the Lord" should be in

cluded since it can serve well as the ending for the homily and as a 

transition into the blessing. Before "Let us pray," the Minister and his 

assistant preceded by the thurifer ascend the tower in procession. The 

crucifer and taperers remain at the foot of the towel' if the service has 

begun in the church; they remain with the congregation, if the service is 

held outside. The congregation may sing a hymn d'Ul'ing the procession. 

Once in the toweza, the Minister announces and prays one of the prayers.* 

At the words "we beseech thee to bless its use unto us," the sign of the 

Cross may be made. Aftw the prayer, the congregation :responds with the 

"Amen." The.Minister's head is bared for the prayer and the blessing. 

~e be1,1, may be stPUok t'hl'ee times., white t1ie Ministe11 sa:gs: 

To save the ea?'drums of the clergy and his assistants, it might be 

best to save ringing the bell(s) until after the naming of the Tztiune God 

(with the signing of the C?'oss), and 

!'he Congflegation s1,a1,1, say oz, o'hant: Amen. 

*The Roman Rite includes mox-e ceremony at this point: "The rite 
includes the washing of the bell by the bishops and clergy px-esent 
('christening' the bell), the anointing of the bell with oil of the sick 
and chrism, and finally its incensation. Fol' the lattex- the bishop places 
thyme, incense, and myrrh in the thUI'ible or in a bowl of glowing chaI'Coal, 
and_places it unde?' the be11. 1120 · · 
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Aftel' the "Amen" comes the ri~gi~g of the bell(-s), dUl'~g which the 

clergy and his assistants retUI'Il in procession to theil' places. 

!I'hen aZZ sha.ZZ say 

THE LORD'S PRAYER 

For this and all prayers, the Minister's head is uncovel'ed, if he 

has been wearing head covering when outside the chUX'ch building. 

Then may be sung a Hymn. 

"Praise to the Lord, the Almighty" (TLH 39) may be sung, or there may 

be another ringing of the bell(s).21 

Then s1ia,1,1, the Minister, say or, chant 

THE BENEDICPION 

The Aaronitic is prescribed since the opening rubric sees this l'ite 

as part of the Ordel' of Morning Service Ol' Holy CoDDm1Dion after the General 

Prayer. The sign of the Cross is made upon the people by the Minister and 

by the people upon themselves. The "Amen" of the Minister should be omitted. 

The Congrtegation s'ha,1,7, say or, tihant: Amen. 

SILENT PRAYER 

The belt may be zvng at the close of the Se~ice. 

Following this final ringing of the bell(s), the procession forms to 

enter the chUl'ch with the Introit for the Day if the blessing took place 

outside. (The Preparation may iDDDedi~tely precede the Introit while still 

outside.) Or the Minist8I' begins with the Introit or Preparation if the 

blessing took place b_eginni_ng within the chlll'ch buildi:Di• Duri~g the Intl'oit, 

while the con~egation is still entering saying the psalm (or before the 
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Introit or Preparation if the endi~g of the service of blessi~g was in the 

chancel) the Ministe~ goes to the saCI'isty to remove the cope and put on 

eucharist vestments, or just to remove the cope, dependi~g on parish practice. 

The Order for THE DEDICATION OF A DWELLING (Agenda. p. 185) 

The Minister being properly vested in the colOl' of. the Day or in white, 

with an assistant, and preceded by thurifer, crucifer, and taperers, enters 

the dwelling in procession, gathering in the living room. The family follows 

iDDDediately the clergy of highest rank, and the rest of the congregation 

present follows the family. 

The following Introit .may be sung oze said: 

As they are entering, the Minister begins the Introit and the gathered 

body joins in. Since it is proper to begin all services of worship with the 

sign of the Holy -Cross, at the beginning of the Introit each may cross himself. 

Since this is a "may" rubric, the Minister should be able to choose a different 

psalm or use more verses with the one given, interspersing verses and antiphon 

between himself and the gathered body. This depends on the size of the group 

and the time needed for all to gather in the living room and entrance hall. 

Having arranged themselves, possibly in the following manner, 

Family 

Taperer C?'ucifer Taperer 

Minister 
Thur if er Assistant 

THE PEOPLE 

and the people being within, . . 

Then sha.7,Z the Ministeze say: 
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·ror the prayer, his hands are open, and rejoined for the conclusion. 

The "Amen" is properly the response of the people, not the Minister. 

Phen s'hatZ the Ministez- z,ead a Soztiptu:Pe Lesson~ e.g. 
Luke 19:1-10. 

In keepi:ng with the principle of the involvement of.the faithful in 

sacramentals, it might be well to modify this rubI'ic, allowing the fatheza 

of the household to read the lesson. 

J!hen may fottow a shozrt Addzeess. 

A brief homily by the Minister is always in keeping with Lutheran 

thought that the Word should be spoken and proclaimed at any gathering of 

the worshipping c ni ty. After the homily, 

J!hen s'hatt the Minister say: 

Again his hands are in an open position. At the words "bless this 

household" he might well make the sign of the Cl'oss over the family which 

is to live in the house. At the words "Bless, O Lord, this house," the 

sign of the Cross may be made. The left hand Nsts palm down on the breast 

while the Cross is made with the right. The hands are rejoined at the 

teX'lllination of the prayer. The "Amen" is pl'Operly the people's response. 

P'hen may the SeztVi,oe alose 1111,th the Lol'd's Prayer and the 
Benediction. 

This I'Ubric is best included foI' a fitt~g conclusion to this sacramental. 

The Loro's Prayer should be said in the proper manner. The Apostolic Blessing 

is best said; the people's response is "Amen." The Minister and his assis

tants may then be directed to, and go in procession to, a room in the house 

to remove and leave their vestments and ornaments if there be an open house. 
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Or, if the church be near, they may go in procession to the sacristy. (It 

may well be debated whether so many assistants should be present in this 

type of sacramental. Do to room size or other considerations, it may be 

wise to have only the Minister and Thurifer, with possibly an assistant, 

to lead this rite. They should, however, be vested properly, since this 

presents a visible and visual association in the minds of the participants 

with the worshipping Body that gathers for the Euchaz-ist each Sunday.) 



CHAPTER V 

SOME CONCLUSIONS 

What conclusions can be dl'awn from this discussion? Perhaps a 

better question is: In what direction should ceremonial within the 

sacramentals continue? Thex-e are two basic directions. First, the 

greatest gloey must be given to God. Second, the coDDDunity of believers 

must be edified. Once ceremonial has failed to do one or the other of 

these, its %'Ole and effectiveness (indeed its validity) has been weaken

ed. To achieve these goals, we have said, thex-e must be a sense of 

continuity with the Church of past ages, as well as a spirit of advent\1%'8 

for the future. Ceremonial must always come under the scx-utiny of the 

Faith. 

Ceremonial has constantly been the expression of the less 
educated and more superstitious mind, instead of being the 
expression of the better educated and more reverent conscience 
of the Church. Ceremonial acts must therefore be continually 
tested! to see how far they are according to the analogy of 
faith. . 

It may be that the result of this testing will show a need fox

pastox-ally-conducted experimentation; Jlot for the sake of cuteness, but 

for the sake of the Faith. McClean's booklet, while basically conse:t'Vative, 

does leave the way open for experimentation. He writes: 

The~e will, therefore, be some tension between faithfulness 
to the authorized use of the church and responsible experi
mentation. Responsible expeI'imentation takes place when a 
pastor carefully studies the pI'Oblems involved and adequately 
prepaX'es his people fox- the experiment. 2 

Yet the person who is serious about ceremonial will have to admit both a 

debt and a bind~ng love for the advice and direction of the Church of past 

ages. It is just here that the pastor and liturgiologist will find direction 
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for the future. For the Church's traditions are a source of help "for 

contemporary need." They may well prove to be both a b_eginning point and 

a "helpful pattern for future developments. 113 

We see within the Church today a move towaI'd simplicity; not a barren 

simplicity, but a monastic simplicity which gets the worship action of the 

Church moving toward the central p'UI'pose: the praise of God and the procla

mation of the Gospel. One need only pick up a liturgical arts magazine 

like Kunst und Kirche, LitUI'gical Arts, or Art d 1fglise, or pick up a good 

ecclesiastical arts catalogue to see this in the field of church architecture 

and appointments. If the ceremonies of the ChUI'ch are going to fit in with 

the sUIToundings in which they are done (and they must), there will have to 

be a genuine simplicity about them. Eugene Brand wrote, "The cel'emonial 

void needs filling, but -with clear, simple, relevant actions.114 

The principles of glorification ·of God (which includes proclamation 

of the Gospel) and edification of the Body of Christ have been shown through

out this work. The attempt has been made to connect the past and the present 

in a way that only good results will be forthcoming. In some instances, for 

some Lutherans, the suggestions made are new. We give them up for scrutiny. 

Needless to say, more work needs to be done in the area of ceremonial and 

the sacramentals for Lutherans, pazrticularly those of the Missouri Synod. 

Perhaps this is a start. 



APPENDIX A 

THE WHY ~F VESTMENTS, INCENSE, AND PROCESSIONS 

This is designed to be an appen~ge to Chapter II, "The Why of 

Ceremonial in the Sacramentals." In this section, we want to cover 

three of the basic parts of ceI'emonial ft-om the point of view of their 

theology. Appendix B will show how they are to be used. 

Vestments 

Scott Francis Brenner in The Art of Worship states a fact and makes 

it a warning when he wz,ites, "Handling the subject of vestments requires 

the same skills demanded in handling hot atomic wastes. 111 While many argue 

that 1·Luther and his refoI'lllcltion never meant to do away with liturgical 

vestments, it is a matter of historical record that a vast portion of 

Lutheranism played down and even did away with the use of historic vesture. 

Thus as Lutherans seek today to re-establish this portion of their heritage, 

they must be careful, lest this aspect hinder attempts at restor.ing a full 

worship life. 

One's support fol' the use of vestments is, of course not biblical (at 

least not New Testament). Rather the support is from the tradition of the 

Chlll'ch as it developed from the time of our Lord's ascension. One's view of 

tradition will shape his view of whether or not to vest. Vestments do "add 

beauty and solemnity to the worship." One could not deny that very easily. 

"Secondly, the vestments conceal the individuality and personality of the 

officiant. 112 This loss of individuality is discussed more fully in Chapter 

III, and we need say nothing more except that this fact helps the realization 
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of the corporateness of the assembled Body of Christ. It helps to 

minimize an emphasis on individual piety in its most hal"Jllful sense. 

The men of the Lutheran lit~gical movement of the 1930 1s were 

convinced that "reason and experience teach that proper vestments stimu

late reverence. 113 So viewed, vestments have the task of teaching as well 

as that of prais~g God through color and fom which His creation takes 

at the hands of men. The anal_ogy may be poor, but true, that any secular 

pageantry takes on a different form and feeling when the participants a.z-e 

appareled in an "unusual" m~nel' (e.g. judicial, academic, and royal 

activities); if a sense of l'everence and celebration in the secular arena 

is so often important, should it not also be true in the ChUl'ch? It must 

be remembered that reverence does not necessarily mean gloom. There is 

such a quality as reverent joy. 

Vestments are also a sign of one's office, and for litlll'gical

Lutherans, "chaste lit~gical taste demands" such a sign.4 They are 

symbols of what the wearel' is doing, of what his job is, for the people 

of God. Not only does this apply to the clergy, but also to those who 

assist him. They, too, aI'8 rendering a service to God and to the worshipping 

community. 

In the light of such a service, is it any wonder that the 
Chlll'ch adorns her acolytes with special vestments appropriate 
to the slll'X'Oundings in which they function! ••• so the acolyte 
of today pI'Operly renders service to God in the ancient robes 
designed for him by Holy Mother Church •••• s 

That is the whole plll'pose of vestments: service to the people of God, to 

aid them as they present themselves, souls and bodies, before God. 
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Incense 

Horace Hummel, fol'Dlerly on. the faculty of Concordia Seminary, St. 

Louis, WX'Ote an excellent article "On the Use of Incense" for the journal 

Una Sancta. In this article, he lists six meanings of incense, which, 

inspite of its l~ngth, we quote here: 

1. Pwhaps most basically, "incense owns a deity nigh" (as 
the familiar carol puts it). It bespeaks the "real 
presence" of God in his house in the midst of his wor
shipers. 

24 Thus incense at the same time accents the mystery of 
God's actuality in man's worship and life. 

3. Therefore, incense provides priJDaI'ily for the sense of 
smell, [involvement of the whole man in worship] but 
some what also for the sense of sight (a minor part of 
the "beauty of hol.iness"). 

l.f. •••• it undoubtedly [in Old Testament worship] partook of 
the prayer, gift, communion, and expiatory significance 
of all sacrifice. 

5. Because all sacrifice was a sort of acted, concrete prayer, 
incense early became a fisu;:e of the prayers of the faithful ••• 

6. Related is probably its pllZ'ificatory significance; not 
only hygienically, but as a "sacramental" paI't of God's 
entire program of renewal and redemption proceeding from 
his word.6 

An Anglican and a Lutheran writer each tie in incense with processions, 

and from what they say, we can assume that it is not just at Eucharist that 

it could be used, but at any time when the clergy process or the processional 

cross is cal'I'ied. In The Chichester Customary we read: 

The purpose [of incense] was fumigatory and honorific, the 
provision of an agreeable ordour paying respect to those who 
ministered in holy things. Incense was therefore primaril.y 
processional in its use. Three moments in the Liturgy were 
thus marked; the entrance of the Celebrant and his attendents, 
the read~g of the Gospel, and the OffeX'tory.7 

Charles McClean in The Conduct of the Services sees it as honoring Christ 
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in the celebrant who represents Him. He continues by say~ng that incense 

seems also to have been used in connection with the book containing the 

Gospel as it was car?'ied in procession. The book:; too, was representative 

of Christ. A suggestion is then made by McClean that perhaps incense 

should be used with the processional cross as it represents our Lord.a 

Hwmnel is verry sure that incense can be useful in the worship-life of 

the community. 

The pI'oper question, then, is: can incense contl'ibute to 
God's revelation and redemptive activity toward us as well 
as to our adoration and praise of him? We have already sub
mitted our affirmative answez,: once its novelty and 
controvel'siality have faded, it may indeed so contribute-
as has been the experience of the majol'ity of the faithful 
through the millenia.9 

For those Lutherans who have a fear of eveeything but the preached Word, 

HUDDDel has good things to say. Just as with the subject of vestments, the 

use of incense finally hinges on its role as a servant. "That is to say that 

incense, like everything else (including preaching), I'eceives its validation 

only in the service of the gospel and can ultimately be defended only on the 

grounds of contrib~ting to the impact of the gospe1.n10 

PI'ocessions* 

In discussion following James Jones' article "The Chief Processions 

During the ChUZ'ch Year" at the 1950 National Liturgical Week, NorbeI't Ran

dolph is I'ecorded to have said: "To me processions have always had a certain 

appeal, an appeal which illustrates what Guardini calls the playfulness of 

*We shal.l not concentrate on McClean's material on pilgrimages which 
sees processions mainly as a separate service held within the church before 
the Eucharist. Rather we would view processions as they precede or follow 
or are a part of the sacramental being used. 
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His tel'Jllinol_ogy is not flippant, but is a sincere effort 

to express that processions are something more than just walk~ng around 

the chUI'ch or to some place. The childI'en of God are at worship. They 

are express~g something of themselves to their Father. Processions aI'e 

indeed a lot like pilgri~ges and probably on most occassions, the congre

gation should paxrticipate,12 to emphasize that the whole people of God is 

on the move and alive. 

AI'thur earl Piepko:I'D wote a series of aI'ticles in the late 1930 1s and 

early 1940 on processions from a Lutheran perspective. He comes to the 

conclusion that 

There is therefore in the mind of the Lutheran Ch'UX'ch no 
objection to a procession merely because it is a procession. 
A procession is regarded as justified if some desirable 
devotional w practical end is served thereby.13 

The practical or devotional end is verbalized by Cyril E. Pocknee in his 

revision of Percy Dearmer's The Parson's Handbook. The end or "object" 

of a procession "is to go somewheI'e to prey and worship. 1114 Even more 

than all of this, a procession is also a sign or symbol. Maybe even 

more than the pilgrimage motif, the symbolic aspect of the pz,ocession 

ought to be used and expanded upon. 

First of all a procession is walking 1 a walking which is 
prayeI', a walking which is a sign, a sacrament, a symbol 
of something else •••• Walking in any litUI'gical procession 
is, I repeat, always an outward manifestation of the one 
great sacrament: Chx'ist and His Churcb.15 

Again the reason for processions, as well as for vestments and incense, is 

to express vividly and clea?'ly the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 



APPENDIX B 

THE HOW OF VESTMENTS, INCENSE, AND PROCESSIONS 

This is an appendage to the introductory poI'tion of Chapter IV. It 

will concem itself with materia1 both preparatory to the rites and the 

actions within the rites themselves. 

Vestments 

What vestments are best worn for doing the sacramentals? Al'thlll' 

Carl PiepkoX'Il is quoted by Paul H. D. Lang as saying that the only proper 

use for surplice and stole within Lutheranism is "for non-Eucharistic 

sacramental and quasi-sacramenta.1 rites in parishes where Eucharistic 

vestments are wom" .=for Holy Communion. 1 Over this, a cope may be worn 

for processions and occasions "of great solemnity. 112 Thus Piepkom con

cludes: "Finally we come to the fullest Lutheran use: ••• cope for 

processions and solemn offices, SUX'plice and stole for non-Eucharistic 

sacraments and rites of the Church •••• 113• This follows very closely the 

usage of the Church of Rome as discussed by Fortesque and O'Connell in 

The Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described. They write: 

During the solemn blessings in the Missal (as on Candlemas, 
Ash Wednesday and Palm Sunday), in processions ••• the celebrant 
wears a COPE (pluviale) •••• 

Usually the cope is of the colour of the day •••• For some 

*Anglican usage suggested by Pocknee is as fol.lows: "It would accord 
more with primitive and older tradition if the albe was used in aJ.l rites 
when the stole is wom. 114 However, if we are out to aid worshipers in their 
experience through ceremonial, it might make more sense to follow Piepkom, 
thus enabl~ng a val'iety in vestment's and their effect upon the people. 



solemn blessings the colour is violet .(e.g. the blessing 
of ashes) •••• · · · 

At processions ••• he wil~ generally wear a SUI'plice, stole 
and cope •••• At blessings before Mass he has the amice, alb, 
girdle and stole. wlien he wears the ghdle he CI'Osses the 
stole before the breast. With a surplice it ~s straight 
down from the neck. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

When administering sacraments and sacramentals the priest 
nol'lllally wears a surplice and stole.5 
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Later, they add that "the general rule for blessings is that the priest 

wears a surplice and a stole of the colour of the day unless another colour 

is expressly prescribed (e.g., if there is an exorcism the colour will be 

violet). The priest stands uncovered while blessing ••• 116 

We want to say just a few more words about stoles and their use. 

Paul Zeller St:rodach suggests that "an entire set should be provided and 

used, or none at all. 117 Rather than just weal'ing a stole on a day the 

color of which matches, for the sake of consistency, none should be worn 

at any time. As to the length of the stole, Piepkorn has some words. 

While he recommends 108 inches rather than the sho:rt stoles in vogue, he 

concludes by saying: "When wOl'll with a surplice of decent length, the long 

Eucharistic stole is graceful and appropriate for all rites. 118 It would 

seem that one could allow for different lengths of stole depending on the 

height of the man wearing it, whether he be five feet tall or six and one

half feet tall. 

Somethi:ng should be said about vesture for inclement weather, since 

we are proposing processions as part of the ceremonial for some saCI'amentals. 

Three distinct pieces are s~ggested by the soUI'ces consulted. One is head 

covering; two is a black cape; and twee is a colored cope. Piepkorn writes: 

"Where protection against the cold and the weather, indooxeor out-of-doors, 



is needed, a skull-cap oza a biI'etta should be wol'tl. 
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A modern lay hat is 

out of place with any kind of vestment. The shape of the biI'etta is .im

material.119* And fu?'theza: If tempezaatuI'e oza weather zaequires ~ garment 

over the gown, indoozas or out, the cl~rgyman should secUI'e a black cape •••• 

If a tzaue hood is attached to the back of such a cape 9 it may se?'Ve in 

lieu of a biretta. 1110 We note that the black cape worn over the black 

:robe and not over vestments. For the latter, it would seem, a colored 

cope is to be used. F. W. Weidmann in a brief history of vestments has a 

• curious note: 

J. Braun (Die liturgischen Paramente, p. 121) agrees that 
the cope was sometimes used as a pluviale (rain-coat) but 
much more as a casula processoria, as a long flowing protective 
cape for the singers in the chilly choiza lofts, then as an 
incensing-coat (Rauchmantel) for the priest, and finally as a 
substitute for the chasuble at the laying of comer-stones, 
the blessing of cemetaries, public blessings of people, at 
the reception of church dignitaries, etc.11 

It would seem, then, that the cope is for festive and ceremonious 

occasions to be worn over vestments; and the cape is just for use as an 

ecclesiastical "top-coat" to be wom over the cassock. (Though one would 

think that if a cope were not available, a cape could be used for cere

monies when the weather in- or out-of-doors required extra p:rotection over 

vestments.) Piepkorn writes: 

The officiant should wear a cope, if one be available, over 
his albe (or SUX'plice, depending on the occasion), and copes 
may also be worn by the cantors. The choristers may weal' 
black choir-copes (cappae nigrae) over their other vestments. 
In inclement weather out-of-doors the clergy may wear squaI'e 
caps, others skullcaps.12 

*Since most chUI'ches today are heated, perhaps head covering should 
only be worn outside, when the weather requires. When the procession goes 
inside the church, the covering could be removed, a hood being dropped back 
to its resting place on the cope or cape and the biretta being given to an 
assistant to place it in a proper place. · · 
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As a final note, he says, "A cope is not a Eucharistic, nor even a clel'ical 

vestment. It is woI'Il as a vestment of dignity for processions in and out of 

doors and for solemn occasions other than the celebration of Holy Conmnmion. 1113 

Vestments are also used by servers and assistants. Some very simple 

I'Ules govern their use. It is impo?'tant that assistants be vested with a 

proper and consistent norm. Piepkorn suggests that sel'Vel's wear an "ankle

length black cassock," coveI'ed by a long white vestment, with or without 

apparels. The other clothing such as pants, shoes and socks "should be of 

subdued color. 1114 Charles McClean makes one further suggestion: "Those 

assisting in a service vest according to the vestment use of the officiating 

minister. 1115 If the ministeI' is in an alb, so should be the server. If he 

wears cassock and surplice, so should the server. 

Incense 

We want to say two things about incense. What we have to say is 

consistent with the desire we see for simplicity in the use of things 

"lituI'gical." We said earlieI' in speaking of incense, that it was honorific 

and connected with processions. Based on that discussion in Appendix A on 

the "why" of incense, we go along with the following Anglican suggestion 

(I'athel' than the more elabol'ate Roman or McClean suggestions). Dom Gregory 

Dix wrote that there was "the old foUI'th century Western custom of merely 

cawying a smoki_ng censer before the bishop in the entrance-pl'ocession [of 

Mass] as a mark of honoUI'. 1116 Since we would see the sacramentals as 

preceding the celebration of the Eucharist in most cases, incense might well 

be used as a symbol of honol' and of coUI'se a symbol of the prayer of the 

faithful, etc., as s_uggested by HUDDDel and McClean. So we would agree with 

Cyzail E. Pocknee when he say.a, "It is here suggested, however, that a 
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retUI'n should be made to the less ornate and simpler us_age of the old 

Sacramentaries in which there was no censing of.persons or things. 1117tc . . 
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The amount of·censing that often· goes on while·the congregation.waits adds . . . . 

neither to the majesty of. the service, nor.to the neI'Y'eS of the people, 

nor to the symbol tey~ng to be conveyed. Thus any teach~ng or edification 

it would do fails for · the sake of us.ages developed at a time when lit~gy 

had become the work of a few (d?'allla without audience pa?'ticipation) instead 

of the work of the people. A return in recent decades to the people-of

God-at-worship concept must also take thought for the use made of ceremony 

in this new context. 

Processions 

Here we are speaking not of litany processions, but of processions 

as they are directly related to the ceremony of the sacramentals. Thus, 

for our pUI'pOses, it is not so much a "separate service,1118 as it is a 

practical part (as well as worshipful) of the sacramental rite involved. 

While pn>cessions as a sepaz,ate sel'Vice might well be rese?'Ved for "the 

great festivals of the year,1119 there still is need for them at the 

sacramentals, as is demonstrated in Chapter IV. 

For processions which will only take place entering and leaving 

the chancel from the saCX'isty, it is the Gospel side which is used for 

this pUI'pose if the sacristy is behind the altar. 20 Accord~ng to Piepkorn, 

the procession can be made either in silence, with chant~ng or s~ng~ng, or 

*If, for instance, there is insistence on· censing an altar for 
example at a dedication, we would ~~gest a simpler method of cens~ng just 
the four horns and the center, at the points where the five crosses are 
carved. 
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with just the o~gan play~ng. 21 · He also says there is no need for those 

p:rocess~g to "reverence any alta?' or other focus of devotion. 1122 

Based on McClean23 ~d Piepkorn24 we present val'ious orders for the 

procession, dependi~g upon.the· sacramental being administered and the 

number of clergy and assistants needed.for.the pI'Oper execution of the 

rite and the Eucharist which may follow it. 

1. ThllX'ifer 2. ThllX'ifer 
Taperer Crucifer Taperer 

Server 
Celebrant 

Taperer SeM"el' (Crucifer) Taperer 
Subdeacon 
Deacon 

Celebrant 

3. Thurifer 
Tape%'8%' Crucifer (Server) Taperer 

Choir (if all male) 
Subdeacon 
Deacon 

Assisting Clel'gy 
Celebrant (local pastor) 

Bishop (District PI'esident) 
Choir (if mixed) 

Congregation (in pairs) 

That p:roper training is needed for processions and ceremonial to be done 

pI'Operly, goes without saying.* 

Something should be said on each part of the procession. Of the 

cl'Ucifer, Lang says that he should have the cross facing forwal'd, his head 

uncov8l'ed (in- or out-of-doors); he does not kneel,_ genuflect, or cross 

himself while carryi~g the processional cross. The same applies to the 

Taperel's. 26 If the three cannot walk abreast, the Tapel'ers precede. 27 

*Martin Helll'iegel is recorded to have said: "The gI'eat Abbot 
Ildephonse Herwegen ••• once said: 'Ninety percent of.the people can 
walk, but only ten percent can walk litll:I'gically.• 1125 
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Piepkorn notes that a banner or a Christian symbol on a staff may take the 

place of a processional crucifix or cross. 28 Both should be carried at a 

comfortable h~ight, neither too-~igh nor too low. It is worthwhile to note 

what one ~ican writes: 

If, for instance, a church possesses a processional Cross 
and three banners, they will all be carried in every :frc)
cession, thus robbing these ornaments of any special meaning. 
In the old days at Salisblll'y they knew better, and by 
deliberate use or non-use of the various crosses and banners 
gave to each Procession an added significance. 29• 

The two basic functions of those serving will be carrying the 

processional candles or lanterns (outside), and carrying the book(s) 

needed by the clergy for the rite. Both hands should be used in carey-ing 

the candles, the outer hand on the knob (top) and the inner band at the 

bottom. Both candles should be at the same height. 30 Lang describes how 

a book is to be ca?'I'ied: 

When caITying a closed book whi!9 in the chancel or in a 
· procession, it is most becoming to hold it upright in 
both hands before the breast, the side of the book which 
opens being to the left so as to make it convenient to 
open.31 

At the site of the rite, the book-bearer should face the officiating 

minister either head-on or at an angle to the minister's left, letting him 

open the book and turn the pages. 

A word should be said on banners. Lang states: 

Flags and banners may be admitted into the church and the 
chancel, but to place them in the sanctuary next to or near 
the alta!' ••• is contrary to the ~ignity and pUI'pose .of the 
altar. 

*He sites as examples that a cross with no corpus would be used for 
Lent; a banner made of sackcloth would lead an Ash Wednesday procession; 
a banner with a rogation day symbol would go before the processional 
CI'llcifix. 
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He continues: "If flags and banners aI'e caI'ried in procession, they may 

precede or follow the cle~gy, but 'h'aditionally they are not placed within 

the ranks of the clergy.1132 An A~glican book of ceremony s~gests the 

followi_ng oroer for a procession: 

Verger, Clerk with cross, TapereI's, ThUI'ifer, Subdeacon 
caITying Gospel Book, Deacon·, Priest, Chanters, ChoiI'boys, 
Choirmen, Clergy (Bishop, with attendents, if present). 
Banners may b·e carz-ied at intervals in the procession ••• 
suitable points would be after the Celebrant, between boys 
and men, and between choir and clergy at end. 33 

For our purposes, banners might best be placed in the following places 

in the orders of procession which we suggested: between crucifer and 

choir, between choir and clergy, between clergy and choir, between chou

and congregation. 

The person of superior rank comes at the end of the procession. If 

two clergy are at the end, the superior walks on the right side. His seat 

is on the Gospel side of the chancel and ought not be "up-staged" by anyone 

of lesser rank. 34 If the procession precedes the Eucharist, one of the 

following two terminations are possible: 

Or: 

In those branches of the Lutheran Church where the Confession 
of Sins may be rubrically omitted at the beginning of the 
service, the old Introit procession could be advantageously 
revived. In ~uch cases, the officiant will avail himself of 
the option to substitute the entire psalm for the single verse 
retained ordinclZ'ily, and the antiphon will be repeated by the 
choir and people not only after the Gloria Patri, but after 
every verse of the Psalm.35 

If the celebrant wishes to include the confession of sins in 
the service proper, the ministers and·servers go in procession 
to the chancel. When the celebrant, deacon, and subdeacon 
arrive at the foot of the altar the confession of sins is held. 
After the absolution has been pronounced, the choir and/or 
congregation sing(s) the introit and the celebrant, deacon, 
and subdeacon go to the altar.36 

McClean describes how a procession is to begin if it begins in the 
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sanctuaey, as for the blessi~g of bells from the inside and the blessing 

of a dwelli~g if the processio~ goes directly from the church to the 

dwelling. If the blessi~g of bells is from the outside, or the church 

dedication procession begins at the old place of worship, or the blessing 

of a dwelling procession begins at the site of the dwell~g, appropriate 

adjustments could be made. 

At the hour appointed for the service, the servers and clergy 
go from the sacristy to the altar by the shortest route. The 
celebrant, deacon, and subdeacon stand at the foot of the altar 
steps •••• The crucifer and taperers stand behind the ceiebrant, 
deacon, and subdeacon. Other servers and clergy stand in some 
convenient place. If incense is used, the thurifer brings the 
censer to the celebrant and the celebrant puts some incense 
into the censer. Then the thllI'ifer goes to stand behind the 
crucifer and taperers. The ministers turn to the people, and 
the deacon - if there is no deacon, the officiating minister 
himself - sings, 'Let us go forth in peace.' The choir and 
people sing, 'In the name of Christ. Amen.' (From Easter Day 
through the Saturday after Pentecost, 'alleluia' may be added 
to this versicle and to the response.) The organ introduces 
the hymn and the people join in singing it. The thurifer .-
if incense is not used, the C'l'llcifer and taperers - turns and 
the procession moves off in the customary order.37 
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